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Who’s Looking Out for Rural Alberta?
AFTER SIX UCP MLAs jetted off to
Hawaii etc. at Christmas, defying their own
government’s public health advisory even
as most Albertans sacrificed to protect their
fellow citizens, MLA
Nathan Cooper emailed
a constituent about the
scandal. It was a “great
embarrassment, especially to Jason Kenney,”
he wrote. “The hypocrisy… clearly undermines this government’s
moral authority.”
This expression of
disgust was notable not
only because Cooper is
a UCP MLA and Speaker of the legislature
but because it challenges a stereotype.
While rural and urban Albertans disagree
on much, Cooper’s note suggests broad
agreement that government plays a role
in protecting public health, and, whatever
decisions are made on our behalf, elected
representatives must lead by example.
This idea is echoed in “Rural
Resentment” (p 26), by Clark Banack.
A rural Albertan himself, Banack spoke
with 23 groups in 16 communities across

the province and observed that “the
conservatism most in rural Alberta abide
by is not generally the anti-government,
libertarian version that undergirds the
UCP.” He questions which party, if any,
speaks for this wide swath of the province.
The UCP will point to decisions such
as their giving $245-million to irrigation
districts. Kenney and Agriculture Minister
Devin Dreeshen (p 44) boast about the
“investment.” But who will this gift of
public money benefit, really? Will it slow
any troubling rural trends—fewer farmers,
aging farmers, rising debt? What of the
environmental costs? Robbie Jeffrey (p 36)
offers a more critical assessment. Indeed,
giant multinationals that own factories in
Alberta’s junk food corridor (p 50) seem
poised to be the main beneficiaries.
Banack and Jeffrey suggest rural Alberta
was once well served by government
policy. But many Alberta politicians
now seem more keen to serve corporate
interests. It’s worth questioning how rural
Alberta is being treated, and what the
costs might be to all Albertans when any
group among us is increasingly left to its
own devices, with the moral authority of
government itself worn paper-thin. #
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The lives of Filipino workers in Alberta

RE “RAISE REVENUES” (APRIL): It’s
important that Albertans have
a clear-eyed view of our fiscal
situation. Our own work suggests
Alberta must address both the
expense and the revenue sides of
the equation to get back onto a
sustainable path. Spending is out
of line with other provinces and
it will be difficult to ask citizens
to pay more taxes unless our
government first demonstrates
it’s spending responsibly.
There’s no one right way to get
to fiscal balance, but a sales tax
or carbon tax would generate
stable, growing income, reduce
our reliance on volatile resource
revenues and create fiscal room to
lower other, more economically
damaging, taxes. Ultimately
we need a revenue model that’s
both sustainable and supports
investment and economic growth.
Nothing helps balance the books
faster than a strong economy, and
any new revenue options should
be in service of that goal.
MIKE HOLDEN, VP policy
and chief economist, Business
Council of Alberta
ALBERTA’S NEED FOR REVENUE IS
real, and while several proposals
by your authors are of merit,
a sales tax is not. A sales tax is
regressive; it punishes the poorest

among us and lacks compassion.
People living close to or beneath
the poverty line lose the ability to
pay for necessities, while a sales
tax has little effect on people with
adequate income. A preferable
alternative would be to reinstate
the healthcare premiums that
were abandoned under Klein.
It’s unreasonable to brag about
low taxes, as we only get what
we pay for: cuts to education
and healthcare, low-quality care
for our elderly, poor support for
people with disabilities, aging
infrastructure and much else.
Healthcare premiums would
be paid only by people able
to afford them, maintaining
accessibility for all. Also, a return
to yearly statements outlining
each citizen’s use of healthcare
and the cost to the system would
inform citizens about just where
public dollars are being spent,
heightening awareness about a
program presently seen as “free.”
E.M. AND E.G. MADILL,
Edmonton
PART OF ALBERTA’S RESISTANCE TO
raising revenues is a persistent
narrative—dare I say myth—on
the populist right that a vast
pool of funds is frittered away
as “government waste” that can
be captured and redirected into
services without raising taxes.
Let’s examine that myth.
First, there’s genuine waste:
lost or misappropriated funds,
illegitimate expenses—say, Bev
Oda’s $16 OJ, Alison Redford’s
“fakes on a plane” and so on. We
should do everything to prevent
this, but the amounts likely to be
recouped are minuscule. Also,
excessively stringent controls on
expenses often yield relatively
little in return and can even
end up costing more than is
saved. We can’t nickel and dime
ourselves to a balanced budget.
Second, there’s waste
on expensive and foolish
government boondoggles,

We welcome
letters but
reserve the right
to edit them for
clarity, brevity
and legality.
Please include
your name and
address.
letters@
albertaviews.ca

from the Sturgeon Refinery
(Eye, April) to Jason Kenney’s
$1.5-billion gamble on the US
election (KXL). Avoiding or
preventing this sort of waste has
a high return. The only issue with
this form of waste: Who will wear
it on election day?
Finally, the most problematic
definition of “waste”: public
investment in programs, services
or projects to which the speaker
is ideologically opposed. This
narrative is loudest in municipal
politics, with candidates who
come from the “paving, potholes
and policing” school of civic
governance and want to limit
the scope of their city’s or town’s
activities to the bare minimum.
But it’s also prevalent at the
provincial and federal level,
such as when you hear someone
assailing a proposal as “lefty
social engineering”—as though
our capitalist society isn’t already
engineered to create the greatest
wealth for the fewest people.
Universal childcare; pharmacare;
100 per cent public long-term
care; public housing; well-funded
social programs to finally deal
with our homeless problem—
these and much more get caught
up in this narrative.
The “government waste”
narrative is pervasive and
pernicious—a challenging hurdle
to be overcome before we can
convince Albertans we need to
start paying our own way.
JERRY MACDONALD,
Grande Prairie
I’LL SUGGEST ANOTHER REVENUEraising idea: Canada Revenue
Agency has identified 900
Canadians that have billions of
dollars in foreign tax havens as
indicated in the Panama Papers.
It’s likely about 90 or so live in
Alberta. The province should
prosecute them to retrieve some
of the funds that they have
stashed away.
KARL R. KOPECKY, Edmonton
albertaviews.ca
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RE “BLUSTER DEPARTMENT” (Eye
on Alberta, April). Finance
Minister Travis Toews claims
the public sector “does not create
jobs or generate wealth”; MLA
Jason Stephan’s overblown vitriol
against “socialism” can most
charitably be described as robotic
ideological dogma.
Municipal, provincial and
federal governments employ tens
of thousands of Albertans, who
spend billions of dollars buying
goods and services. Is this money
received by ghosts, and does it
then vaporize into thin air?
Alberta Government
Telephones was created in 1906
because private enterprise poorly
served rural Alberta. For 90
years rural Albertans (and many
urban ones) were happy to shake
hands and do business with
Stephan’s “rough fist of the state.”
Yet no jobs were created? No
wealth generated? Shareholders
and employees of Telus, AGT’s
descendant, would disagree.
Our country exists because of
the Canadian Pacific Railway,
which wasn’t built until the
federal government gave private
enterprise $25-million and 25
million acres. Yet no jobs were
created? No wealth generated? I
guess Stephan’s “legal plunder”
displaced “work as a ruling principle” to create the CPR and the
Palliser and Macdonald hotels.
How about Diefenbaker’s 1960
National Oil Policy? To assist
our then-struggling industry,
Ontario consumers paid $1–$1.50
per barrel above world prices for
Alberta oil. It helped a lot. Do the
ruggedly individualistic, selfmade, free-enterprise, socialismhating Conservatives even know
about the hand up Alberta got
from the “rough fist of the state”?
Many more examples show
these men’s disconnection from
historical, social, political and
economic reality, but you get the
point. Will they, ever?
GREGORY R. CÔTÉ, Irvine

RE “THE $120-BILLION QUESTION”
(April): Been wanting to better
understand AIMCo as well as
the #abndp #handsoffmypension
campaign. This is a highly
recommended read.
JANET EREMENKO, Calgary
[via Twitter]
RE “NOT A WHITE-BREAD CHILDHOOD”
(April). When someone writes a
profile of a politician, you often
don’t learn anything new about
them. This @AlbertaViewsMag
piece on @cafreeland is not one
of those times.
MAX FAWCETT, Calgary
[via Twitter]
CHRYSTIA FREELAND’S GRANDFATHER,
Michael Chomiak (Mykhailo
Khomiak), did leave his home
in Lvov in 1939, then part of
Poland, when the Soviet Union
took over. Chomiak and family
went to Krakow, then under Nazi
control. There he became editor
in chief of a widely published
Ukrainian-language newspaper
under Nazi influence and
control from 1940 to 1944 (also
in Vienna until March 1945).
After Chomiak’s death in 1984,
his son-in-law, retired U of A
history professor John Paul
Himka, discovered Chomiak’s
papers and records of Krakivs’ki
visti in the provincial archives;
these revealed Chomiak’s central
role in the Nazi propaganda,
Ukrainian ultranationalism and
what Himka terms “vehemently
antisemitic” content of the paper.
Himka proceeded to write major
articles on the antisemitism in
Krakivs’ki visti.
Your missing this information,
which has been widely available
for 35 years, must be explained.
Although the article properly
focused on Freeland, her Alberta
roots and proud Ukrainian
heritage, one still wonders
why her grandfather’s wartime
activities weren’t mentioned.
ERIC SCHLOSS, Edmonton

AUTHOR MYRNA KOSTASH RESPONDS:
As Dr. Schloss acknowledges, the
issues that arise from Mykhailo
Chomiak’s tenure as editor of
Cracow News (Krakivs’ki visti)
have been well aired in Canada’s
mainstream press and in the
scholarly work of Dr. Himka.
Readers are invited to inform
themselves from these sources.
Please note that Lvov, Russian
spelling, is now the Ukrainian Lviv.
RE “REFLECTIONS ON FREELAND’S
Plutocrats,” April. If you accept
the root premise of liberal
democracy, that the benefits of
production, distribution and
services should accrue to the
many rather than the few, then
the power of the plutocracy is
deeply corrosive. And “rich” is
anyway now quaint; we’re now
lorded over by the hyper-rich. At
the time of Reagan and Thatcher
the rough discrepancy between
a CEO and a worker on the shop
floor was about 35-fold—i.e., if
Joe Blow got $23,000/year, the Fat
Cat upstairs got about $800,000.
That’s ouch enough, but more
or less graspable, as The Boss
started the company etc. But last I
checked this had risen to 200fold, now likely well beyond. And
this doesn’t even begin to address
the monstrous inequality between
an Amazon box-shuffler and Jeff
Bezos. It’s all gone off the rails.
This “capitalism” bears little
resemblance to the play of capital
as envisioned by Adam Smith in
The Wealth of Nations. Smith was
a social philosopher; the science
of economics didn’t exist yet. He
imagined a general lifting out of
misery and deprivation through
broad access to monies which
had heretofore been hoarded
by the aristocracy and business
elites—a.k.a. dead capital. This
is why we still refer to “social
capital” as a formative term.
The capitalism that now funnels
vast sums to the hyper-rich is a
stripped-down, social-Darwinist

attack dog devoid of moral
substance and motivated purely
by profit and cash return on
investment. True free enterprise
can only exist within a properly
regulated marketplace. It’s not
enough to just pour blood in the
water and wait for the frenzy.
These plutocrats are not
benign, despite an often warm
and fuzzy portrayal. Yes, there’s
“Grampa” Buffett, and “Gosh
and Golly” Bill and Melinda, and
“Nerdus Maximus” Zuckerberg,
but don’t be fooled. Such players
see to it that legislation and
regulation appropriate to their
needs get through parliaments
and congresses. Ipso fatso, my
friends—the rich rule for the
rich. Yea verily, it is written.
PHIL BURPEE, Pincher Creek
“ALBERTA’S CARBON REVOLUTION”
(March) makes a compelling
case for seizing the opportunity

presented by the fall in oil prices
and the desire of governments
and financial sectors around
the world to go carbon neutral.
“Bitumen beyond combustion”
diverts oil into industries that
use it as feedstock for products
such as carbon fibre, and it’s been
a success in the lab. This and
other projects, such as extracting
vanadium for batteries from
tailings ponds and hydrogen
from natural gas, could be not
only be more profitable than
shipping oil and gas to the US
but reduce our CO2 footprint and
send a message to the world that
Alberta has adapted.

Visit our free
online archives.
albertaviews.
ca/archives

RICHARD PARKER AND
IAN FAWCETT, Calgary

I’M A 92-YEAR-OLD SENIOR gratefully
living in my home, helped by
kind neighbours who cut my
grass and provide soup. Since
the isolation of COVID-19, the

pleasure of my home and garden
has saved my sanity. In summer I
carry my caged canaries outside
and we enjoy the fresh air and
singing of wild birds.
One afternoon last year I
noticed a pesticide company
spraying in the neighbourhood. I
rushed to speak to the employee
and he helped me carry my cages
inside. Later that month, I saw
the company with a different
employee. He also helped me
move the cages. But this time my
canaries were exposed longer to
the insecticide. Three of them
died the next day. It was heartbreaking as they gasped for air
while I held them in my hand.
Like canaries in mines of old,
my dead birds are a wake-up
call. We must be alert to effects
of pesticides on nature, pets and
humans! When will Edmonton
protect us by creating a bylaw?
WENDY DAVIES, Edmonton #

Fiction Contest
Our 2021 short fiction contest is closing soon!
Submit your previously unpublished story
for a chance to win $1,000 and publication
in our December 2021 issue.

LAST
C A LL

The benefits of winning this contest go beyond prize money and publication.
Winning stories are evaluated and commented on by esteemed judges, who in the past have included Sharon Butala,
Greg Hollingshead and Katherine Govier. The winning authors see their creations come to life through illustration.
And stories published in Alberta Views have gone on to be included in collections or expanded into novels, as
for example Katie Bickell’s 2016 contest winner “Northside Delacroix,” part of her debut novel Always Brave,
Sometimes Kind (TouchWood, 2020).

Entry deadline: June 30, 2022 Full rules: albertaviews.ca/short-story-contest/
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By Natalie Meisner,
Sage Theatre,
podcast version at
queercalendar.ca
IGNITE! Festival of Emerging
Artists
Sage Theatre’s multi-disciplinary
four-day festival with 100 artists,
streaming digitally,
Jun 16–19

Agnes: The Serendipitous Journey,
by Eugene Stickland,
Theatre Network

GRANDE PRAIRIE

We Are the Sea
By Laura Lundgren Smith,
St. John Paul II Senior High
School Theatre,
live or virtual (TBA),
Jun 2

MUSIC

A snapshot of the cultural life of Alberta

THEATRE

Trevor Noah: Sorry, Not Sorry
Rogers Place,
Jun 12

EDMONTON

The Birds
By Yvette Nolan,
U of A Studio Theatre,
Timms Centre for the Arts,
May 26–29
Evelyn Strange
By Stewart Lemoine,
Teatro La Quindicina,
May 27–Jun 12
Dracula
By Mac Wellman,
U of A Studio Theatre,
Timms Centre for the Arts
Jun 30–Jul 3
Mary’s Wedding:
A Metis Love Story
By Stephen Massicotte,
adapted by Amy Grauman,
Citadel Theatre,
streaming online until Nov 2021
Agnes: The Serendipitous
Journey By Eugene Stickland,
Theatre Network,
theatrenetwork.ca/
works-in-progress-archive/
8
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CALGARY

We are the Sea,
Grande Prairie

Everyday Heroes@Home
57 online episodes,
Storybook Theatre,
available on Facebook
The Smartest Girl in the World
By Miriam Gonzales,
directed by Javier Vilalta,
Storybook Theatre,
online May 21–Jun 13
tcTakeout: The Arts Delivered!
49 episodes of online
programming, including Quinn
Lazenby singing “The Wall in My
Head” from Everybody’s Talking
About Jamie,
theatrecalgary.com/takeout
The Voice on the Wire
By Robert Sloane,
Vertigo Mystery Radio, Vertigo
Theatre, available for download,
vertigotheatre.com
Legislating Love: The Everett
Klippert Story

EDMONTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Online performances:
Capriccio and largo-doublelargo from Twenty-Four Solos
by Jean Daniel Braun,
performed by principal
bassoonist Bianca Chambul
Fantaisie for Violin and Harp
by Camille Saint-Saëns,
performed by principal harpist
Nora Bumanis and ESO violinist
Ewald Cheung
“Chaconne” from Partita No. 2
by Johann Sebastian Bach,
performed by principal cellist
Rafael Hoekman,
ESO Virtual Stage,
winspearcentre.com/virtual,
all available until the end of June
EDMONTON OPERA

Edmonton Opera has announced
its 2021/22 season:
Così fan tutte by Mozart
Oct 23–29, 2021
La Bohème by Puccini
Feb 5–11, 2022
Anne Boleyn by Donizetti
Mar 19–25, 2022
Edmonton Opera at Home
“Drive-in Opera” has videos of
performances featuring arias
from La Traviata, Madama

M I C H E L E M AT T E I

THE SCENE

EDMONTON

Butterfly, Don Giovanni,
Brindisi, A Streetcar Named
Desire and Faust, with soprano
Cara McLeod and tenor
Robert Clark,
edmontonopera.com
OPERA NUOVA

2021 Festival:
Dido and Aeneas
Music by Henry Purcell
Aeneas and Dido
Music by James Rolfe,
Unitarian Church of Edmonton,
Jun 17–20
The Crucible
Music by Robert Ward, based on
the play by Arthur Miller,
Festival Place, Sherwood Park,
Jun 26–30

CALGARY
CALGARY OPERA

Calgary Opera has announced its
2021/22 season:
Fidelio by Beethoven
Oct 16–23, 2021
The Merry Widow by Lehàr
Jan 29–Feb 4, 2022
La Traviata by Verdi
Apr 2–8, 2022
#thegiftofopera series features
videos of emerging artists,
including soprano Eden
Tremayne, baritone Jonah
Spungin, tenor Scott Rumble
and mezzo-soprano
Emma Mansell
calgaryopera.com/videos

SPOT PUBLIC ART
AGENT CRYSTALLINE EDMONTON
According to the artist, this
installation evokes a feeling
of vigilance and acuity. The
tetrahedron is wrapped in
a double-layered, ultrathin
aluminum skin of racing stripes.
The sharp curves and pulsating
swirls become a symbol of
authority on the police campus.
The tangerine colour evokes
both safety orange and candy.
Artists: Marc Fornes and
design collective TheVeryMany
Completion: 2019
Location: Edmonton Police
Service Northwest Facility,
127 St north of Henday Drive
Medium: aluminum

MARC FORNES

CALGARY PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

Virtual Concerts
Music from iconic city spaces,
including the top of a modern
skyscraper (The Bow), the
interior of a brutalist-era gallery
(Contemporary Calgary) and the
grand ballroom of an historic
hotel (the Fairmont Palliser)
Live-Stream Library
Free performances of works by
Beethoven, Brahms, Stravinsky,
Dvořák, Mussorgsky and
Andrew Lloyd Webber,
calgaryphil.com
albertaviews.ca
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MUST-SEE EXHIBITION
School Art 2021 (Virtual) Esplanade, Medicine Hat, esplanade.ca/artgallery
Full of colour, energy and talent, this display showcases the
creativity and skill of Medicine Hat and region students
from Kindergarten to Grade 12. The annual show has been
an Esplanade tradition for 43 years and has grown from 50
works in 1978 to over 600 from 41 schools today. Paintings,
drawings, collages, sculptures, ceramics, photographs and
animated and live action video fill the gallery. This year, due
to pandemic restrictions, each school judged and selected
works for the exhibition. Volunteers, sponsors, students,
school staff, teachers and award donors were involved.

School Art 2021 aims to promote the visual arts in Medicine
Hat and beyond. The show empowers young people by giving
them a platform to be seen and heard and encouraging them
to succeed. It also aspires to lift exhibition-goers’ spirits “after
a cold, dark winter.” The gallery space is limited, but in an
initiative to celebrate as many young local artists as possible,
Esplanade released a video of a student-led art lesson each
week throughout May. Photos of artists with their creations
have also been posted on Esplanade’s social media and saved
to an album for future viewing.

Exhibition view. View of the Foothills, by Rayna, Grade 4.
Northern Lights, by Danica McCrie, Grade 1. Catching Snowflakes, by Seleen Munn, Grade 4.
2021 Words of Happiness, by Lucas Andreas, Grade 3.

clockwise from top left:
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HONENS @ HOME

Videos of outstanding
performances from past
competitions, including:
2018 winner Nicolas Namoradze,
2015 Laureate Luca Buratto,
2012 Laureate Pavel Kolesnikov,
2009 Laureate Georgy Tchaidze,
2006 Laureate Hinrich Alpers,
2003 Laureate Winston Choi,
honens@home
NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE

Amplify, the NMC’s online
digital platform, has a preview
of its Community Storytellers
exhibition, which features:
Buck Shot’s guitar; a portrait of
Tragically Hip frontman Gord
Downie made from over 11,300
Canadian pennies, by Airdrie’s
Luke Carruthers; videos of Elton
John’s composing piano and
Neil Peart’s “Hockey Night in
Canada” drum kit; soundtracks
from Jann Arden and Rufus
Wainwright; and explorations
of the online collection, which
features 150 of NMC’s most
popular artifacts.
amplify.nmc.ca
CANDLELIGHT OPEN AIR

Listeso String Quartet
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons,
Massenet’s Méditation from Thaïs,
Marriott Downtown Hotel,
Jun 14

DANCE
EDMONTON

CALGARY
Films of dance in unexpected
settings across Alberta,
albertaballet.com

i S TO C K

SHUMKA 60 TOUR

Shumka Dancers feature two
works, Echoes of Hopak and
Mosquito’s Wedding, details TBA

ESKER FOUNDATION

Louise Bourgeois: “What is the
Shape of This Problem,”
119 works in print, textile and
holograms, until Jun 26
Chris Curreri: “Thick Skull,
Thin Skin,” sculpture and
photography, until Jun 26
Fin Simonetti: “An Appeal to
Heaven,” works in stone and
stained glass, until Jun 26

DECIDEDLY JAZZ DANCE

DJD is one of only two Canadian
dance companies featured in
Uprooted: The Journey of Dance,
showing at film festivals across
North America.

VISUAL ART
EDMONTON
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL

GLENBOW

CRAFTED NWT
A group exhibition featuring 20
craft artists from the Northwest
Territories: jewellery, carving,
fibre arts, birchbark basketry,
until May 29

Recent Acquisitions 2019
Includes works by Carl Beam,
Marion Nichol and Barbara
Tipton, until Sep 5
Threads of Living Memory
Glenbow’s Inuit Nunangat
textiles collection and loans from
across Canada ranging from toys
to clothing and wall hangings,
until Oct 3

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA

Black Every Day
Marking the 15th anniversary of
5 Artists 1 Love, an organization
that promotes Edmonton’s
African Canadian communities,
until Jun 6
Anna Hawkins: Blue Light Blue
until Jun 13
Jude Griebel: Barn Skull
until Fall 2021

CALGARY
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL

Alberta Craft Excellence
A diverse selection of exceptional
fine craft marking the ACC’s
40th anniversary, until Jun 19

MILE ZERO DANCE

Fantasy Picnic (MZD Salons)
An indoor/outdoor culmination
exploring all the senses at once,
Jun 12
REELING: Dance on Screen
What it means to dance in the
flat sphere, streamed online,
milezerodance.com

Boyle, DaveandJenn, Damian
Moppett, Evan Penny and
Geoffrey Farmer, until Aug 15

ALBERTA BALLET ONLINE

CONTEMPORARY CALGARY

Notes For Tomorrow
Independent Curators
International asked curators
from around the world to
select an artwork they believe
is vital because it reflects a new
global reality ushered in by the
COVID-19 pandemic,
until Aug 15
Everywhere We Are
This collaboration with Nickle
Galleries includes work by Shary

Alberta Ballet
online

NICKLE GALLERIES

Coins of Jesus
Judeo-Christian coinage in the
numismatic collection of Nickle
Galleries, University of Calgary,
including Jewish, Judeo-Roman,
Roman Christian and Byzantine
examples,
online until Dec 31,
https://nickle.ucalgary.ca/

LETHBRIDGE
GALT MUSEUM AND
ARCHIVES

Buzzworthy: Beekeeping in
Southwestern Alberta
Explore more than 100 years of
beekeeping history,
until Jun 6
Extra! Extra! Lethbridge
through the Lens of the
Lethbridge Herald
Images captured over the last 115
years by Herald photographers,
including Lloyd Knight, Ian
Martens and Dave Rossiter,
until Jun 17,
galtmuseum.com/exhibits
albertaviews.ca
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BANFF
WHYTE MUSEUM

Six virtual exhibitions,
including:
Nicholas Morant: The Story
of Canadian Pacific’s Special
Photographer
Mountain Women: The Lives
of Pearl Brewster Moore and
Edmée Moore Reid of Banff
Whyte Historic Home:
virtual tour
whyte.org/virtual-exhibitions

ST. ALBERT
ART GALLERY OF ST. ALBERT

Keith Harder: “ILL Winds”
Laboriously applied layers
of acrylic paint and glaze
depict extreme weather on a
monumental scale; the largest
painting of the series, East, is
nine feet tall.
Jun 3–Jul 24
ILL Winds: North, by Keith Harder, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 69" × 93", Art Gallery of St. Albert.
photographs from Medicine
Hat and region K–12 students
features over 700 works from
more than 40 schools.
esplanade.ca/artgallery

SOUTHERN ALBERTA
ART GALLERY

Mandy Espezel: “Body Longing,”
until Jun 20
Morgan Melenka: “There Are
No Walls, Only Shimmering
Membranes,”
until Sep 12

RED DEER
RED DEER MAG

A Prairie Vernacular:
Folk & Contemporary Art
Narratives of Life On The
Canadian Prairies
Considers the relationship of
folk art to contemporary art,
until Aug 16
Remarkable Red Deer: Stories
from the Heart of the Parkland
permanent exhibition

MEDICINE HAT
ESPLANADE

School Art 2021 Virtual Exhibition
This 43rd annual exhibition
of paintings, drawings, collages,
sculptures, ceramics and
12
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Lethbridge
Herald
photographs
at Galt

LITERARY
WORDFEST

GRANDE PRAIRIE

Imagine On Air presents writers
in conversation, including
Thomas King discussing his new
novel, Sufferance, hosted by his
long-time editor Iris Tupholme,
Jun 1
wordfest.com/imagine-on-air/

ART GALLERY OF
GRANDE PRAIRIE

WRITERS IN RESIDENCE

Justin Langlois:
“Words Are Weapons”
A response to the language of
the “War on Drugs,” which saw
substance abuse criminalized and
resources go to policing instead of
support for people with addictions,
until Jun 15
Ron Kostyniuk, Jim Stokes
and Robert Guest:
“The Abstract Line”
Includes works from the
AGGP’s permanent collection
and features experimental
paintings and sculptures that
use geometrical shapes and
architectural forms, stripes, pop
imagery and flattened objects,
until Nov 28

Edmonton Public Library
Playwright Vern Thiessen,
epl.ca/writer-in-residence/
University of Alberta
Poet, performance and digital
writer J.R. Carpenter,
ualberta.ca/english-film-studies
University of Calgary
Playwright Meg Braem,
cdwp@ucalgary.ca

FILM
NATIONAL FILM BOARD

The NFB has a free online
screening room with over 3,000
films, including animation,
documentary and experimental.
NFB.ca #

CLASSIC COTTAGE COUNTRY
IN CENTRAL ALBERTA

CLASSIC COTTAGE COUNTRY
IN CENTRAL ALBERTA

This year-round, lakeside community features a
beautiful network of canals that connect with
Gull Lake and provide dock and boat access right
outside your back door. Enjoy sandy beaches,
picturesque bridges, hiking trails, fishing,
golf, tennis and boating in the summer and
skiing, skating and snowmobiling all winter.

The short drive from Calgary (two hours), and
even shorter trip from Edmonton (1.5 hours),
means you can get away from it all for the
day, night or entire summer. Meridian Beach
is the perfect place for your family cottage or
home. Lots are fully serviced and prices start at
$110,000 with a four-year building commitment.

MERIDIANBEACH.CA
403.988.6906

O N S E CON D T H OU G H T PAU L A S I M O N S

Pension Folly
Alberta would be nuts to go it alone.

I

N 1965, QUEBEC, EAGER TO BE MASTER IN ITS
own house, decided it wanted to have its own pension
plan and not be part of the new Canada Pension Plan.
Quebec’s population was younger than the Canadian
average, and the province had a high birth rate. The province
believed its fund, with lower contribution rates, would be a good
deal for Quebec employers, workers and future retirees.
But as the power of the Catholic Church diminished,
Quebec’s birth rate plummeted. Corporations, fearing
separatist sentiment, decamped to Toronto. The population
aged. Today Quebec has a pension contribution rate of 11.8
per cent of earnings, while the CPP rate is 10.9 per cent. And
while the Quebec pension fund’s
annualized investment return
Quitting the
over the last five years was 8.1
CPP in a huff
per cent, the CPP’s return was
an enviable 10.4 per cent.
might score
A cautionary tale, as our
some short-term
province mulls the creation of a
populist points.
standalone Alberta Pension Plan.
The CPP is one of the most
But the cost to
successful public pension plans
our economy and
in the world. But some Albertans
jeopardy to our
argue we pay too much into it
and don’t get our fair share back.
retirements could
Some want us to quit the CPP
be huge.
on principle, as a sign of Alberta
autonomy. And some believe we
should have our own pension plan so we can use it to support
Alberta’s struggling economy, especially our energy sector.
Yes, Albertans pay more into the Canada Pension Plan than
we get out: In 2017, payments from Alberta workers made up
16.5 per cent of all CPP contributions, while Alberta pensioners
got back only 10.6 per cent of CPP benefits.
That’s not because of some nefarious anti-Alberta plot. It’s
because our province has many young workers and a high
workforce participation rate—and because Alberta seniors
often head to cheaper, warmer parts of Canada to retire. Indeed,
by 2019 the Alberta contributions to CPP had already dropped
to 15.9 per cent of the national total. And that number may
continue to trend down as more and more workers between
the ages of 20 and 29 flee Alberta, looking for better economic
opportunities and more congenial political climates.
A made-in-Alberta pension plan could mean lower
contribution rates for employers and workers in the short term.
Long-term? We may all have to pay far more to keep such a
scheme afloat.
14
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What we have now is a fully portable national pension plan,
one ideally suited for Alberta’s highly mobile population. It
doesn’t matter where you work or retire: your contributions
and benefits remain the same. Creating our own pension plan,
whatever promises of portability we make, will surely make it
harder to convince people to move here when we need their
labour. And it could potentially make it harder for older
Albertans to retire to Comox or Kelowna or Cape Breton.
And sure, we could use Albertans’ retirement dollars to
invest in struggling businesses here. But pension funds aren’t
meant to help a government micromanage a local economy nor
fund a pet project. They’re supposed to be resolutely apolitical,
insulated from ideological interference. Managers are to seek
out sound investments with solid returns. They limit risk by
investing in a bunch of different places and sectors.
The more contributors who pay in, the less risk for everyone.
An Alberta pension fund would, with its limited size and scope,
be far more vulnerable and volatile. The CPP’s $475.7-billion
investment fund, by contrast, is administered by an independent
board. No prime minister can interfere with its decisions. And
it’s harder to change that governance structure than to amend
the Constitution: it requires the consent of two-thirds of
provinces representing two-thirds of Canada’s population.
The CPP investment board is a major international actor,
with offices in London, Luxembourg, Mumbai, Hong Kong,
New York, San Francisco, São Paulo and Sydney, with less than
16 per cent of its funds invested in Canada. How on earth could
Alberta duplicate that reach and expertise? And what might it
cost us to try?
Finally, the CPP currently has $11.1-billion invested in
Alberta. Most of that is money belonging to other Canadians.
That’s not the sort of investment we ought to risk losing, to
make some pouty political point about provincial powers.
Quitting the CPP in a huff, as a symbolic sop to the Wexit
malcontents, might move us closer to some sort of sovereigntyassociation. It might score some short-term populist points. But
the cost to our economy and jeopardy to our retirements could
be huge. So too the costs to Confederation. And for what gain?
Your pension doesn’t belong to any government. It isn’t meant
to support Alberta businesses nor any political agenda. It’s
meant to support you when you can no longer support yourself.
This isn’t some arcane debate about fiscal policy you can leave
politicians and pundits to hash out. This is your money. Best
make sure it will be there for you when you need it most. #
Paula Simons is an independent Senator, a former columnist for
the Edmonton Journal and a long-time Albertan.
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Spend More and Go Private

“Not as Neutral as It Should Be”

From “Alberta government ‘getting out of ’ agriculture research
with latest staff cuts: former researcher,” by Kara Oosterhuis,
Real Agriculture, realagriculture.com, Oct 21, 2020.

From “Agriculture industry facing uncertainties,” by Tim Kalinowski,
Lethbridge Herald, lethbridgeherald.com, Dec 31, 2020.

T

his week [October 19–25, 2020] marks a “difficult” time
in Alberta for the public sector working in agriculture. By
the end of this week, it’s estimated that over 250 people will
have lost—or will be in the process of losing—their jobs with
Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, with the layoffs being on the
agriculture side. In February [2020], the United Conservative
government issued its annual budget and stated that 277 Alberta
Agriculture employees would be cut, saving the government
about $22-million. The number represents almost half of the
staff employed by the ministry at the start of the year.
Fifty-one people with Alberta Agriculture saw their jobs
terminated in December [2019]. Each had to sign a nondisclosure agreement, making it virtually impossible for them
to talk about what had happened without fear of losing their
severance package, according to multiple sources.
A similar situation is occurring this week, with a larger
number of employees. Ross McKenzie, retired soil research
scientist with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, says the first 12
people confirmed to be part of this round of layoffs are based
at the Stettler Agri-Centre. From his perspective, and based
on conversations with many former co-workers, McKenzie
estimates there will be 250 layoffs over the next few days across
Alberta. The real question is: What is driving these layoffs? Is it
strictly budgetary, or are there more factors at work?
“It’s a combination of a few things. I think, number one, the
present minister of agriculture just wants to get out of doing
research, to get out of doing extension. He wants us to move
to the private sector. So I think that’s kind of their philosophy,
and that’s my guess,” McKenzie says.
In terms of whether the cuts are financially driven, McKenzie
isn’t so sure. “The minister also announced a new program
called Results Driven Agriculture Research (RDAR), and that
group has been given $37-million for this year, and will get
$37-million over the next three years to promote agricultural
research in Alberta, but it will be done, I suppose, through the
private sector, and possibly through education institutions,”
says McKenzie. “So on one hand they are going to save the
$22-million, but on the other hand they are going to spend
$37-million. So in fact it can’t be money saved; it’s going to
cost them another $15-million a year to spend on the program
[above] what they are doing now.”
Justin Lawrence, press secretary to Minister Dreeshen,
says the government takes program delivery seriously. “After
careful consideration, difficult decisions were made,” Lawrence
says in a statement emailed to RealAgriculture. “Ensuring that
programs are sustainable, now and in the future, will protect
our world-leading agriculture and forestry sectors.”
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W

hile agriculture enjoyed somewhat of a bounce-back
year in 2020 after a disastrous 2019, there are still many
uncertainties facing the industry, says Alberta Federation of
Agriculture president Lynn Jacobson…. On the one hand, he
says, the Alberta government has been saying agriculture is a
key industry they are relying on to help get the province out of
the recession, but that hasn’t prevented them from massively
cutting the Alberta Agriculture budget in 2019 and 2020.
“With the cuts to the extension programs and all the services
people relied on,” says Jacobson, “that… part of government
now has all turned private. For example, they had a provincial
entomologist, they had agrologists, and they had other people
working on different programs that were independent of the
industry. Most agrologists nowadays are working for bigger
companies, and while they are good in a lot of areas, sometimes
the advice is maybe not as neutral as it should be. They want the
farmer to succeed, but they want them to spend their dollars
into the corporations they work for. I would have more faith in
the neutrality of a government employee.”
Jacobson says there are also problems with the government’s
approach to farmer-led research through its RDAR program—
which has strings attached that no one knew about until they
became obvious this year. “They are starting the new RDAR
research, and saying it is independent and farmer-driven,” he
says. “But they got rid of all the technical staff out of Alberta
Agriculture—they just wiped those people out. Now those
former government facilities are going to have to be rented by
the researchers. How this is going to work out is yet to be seen.”
Temporary foreign workers is another issue where the
Kenney government has added complications for farmers, says
Jacobson. “The Kenney government has said, ‘No, we don’t
want any more temporary foreign workers coming into this
province. We want to hire Alberta citizens,’ ” explains Jacobson.
“That is all fine and good, but there are circumstances where
we are not going to get local people to work for us in our
industry. Some of that is around competitive wages, to a certain
degree. Some of it is around isolated living conditions. When
your farm is 40 or 50 miles away from anything, getting people
[from] major towns like Taber or Lethbridge—it is going to be
hard to get those people to drive out to our farms to go to work.”
Jacobson also acknowledges a lot of experienced and older
Canadian-born farm workers are likely leery of returning to
work on farms if they have already obtained other employment
after the Kenney government repealed Bill 6 and did not
suggest a replacement that would give farm workers rights and
protections in some measure equivalent to other industries. “It
is an issue,” he admits. “If you want people to start working on
farms, you have to give them some protections under the law.”

PA P I L I O K A R N A B Y R O B E R T C H E L M I C K

1991–1993. Cibachrome colour photo on paper. 44 cm × 57 cm. AFA.
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Twin Crisis
From “Tackling the Farm Crisis and the Climate Crisis: A
transformative strategy for Canadian farms and food systems,”
a discussion paper by Darrin Qualman in collaboration with the
National Farmers Union, for the NFU, nfu.ca, Saskatoon, 2019.

I

n addition to a climate crisis, we also have a farm crisis.
Canadian farm debt has nearly doubled since 2000 and now
stands at a record $106-billion. Over the last three decades, the
agribusiness corporations that supply fertilizers, chemicals,
machinery, fuels, technologies, services, credit and other
materials and services have captured 95 per cent of all farm
revenues, leaving farmers just 5 per cent. Even during the
relatively good times since 2007, the majority of farm family
household income has had to come from off-farm work,
taxpayer-funded support programs and other non-farm sources.
High input costs, low margins and net incomes, and
expensive land and machinery have led to an expulsion of farm
families from the land, with one-third leaving in just the past
generation. Worse still, young farmers—those under the age of
35—are being forced out at twice the rate of farmers overall;
Canada has lost more than two-thirds of its young farmers since

1991 [Statistics Canada]. Unless Canadian agricultural policies
are wholly restructured there may be just 100,000 farms left by
mid-century and the sector may come to be dominated by huge
operations. Family farms are being systematically destroyed by
dysfunctional, extractive, agribusiness-controlled markets and
ill-conceived and damaging government policies.
The preceding paragraphs paint a bleak picture—a grim
future. But these worst-case scenarios do not have to come to
pass. They will come to pass if farmers, other citizens and our
elected leaders do not act. But we have alternatives. There is
time and there is good news. We can change course, restructure
and redirect and move toward solutions. We can build a future
that includes family farms, vibrant communities and a habitable
climate. And, for farmers and all Canadians who care about our
food system, movement toward a better future begins with a
key insight: The farm crisis and the climate crisis share many of
the same causes and many of the same solutions….
Consider our food system today. Canada’s food production,
processing and distribution systems are among the highest
emitting, most energy-intensive in the world. Canadians are
part of a North American food system in which, for every
calorie we eat, we expend 13.3 calories of energy, mostly from
fossil fuels. Granted, this measure is for the food system as a
whole and takes into account, for example, the fact that 30 to 40
per cent of all produced food is wasted. It takes into account the
senseless toing and froing of food in an irrational global food
albertaviews.ca
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transport system that often maximizes food miles. It takes into
account the fact that feeding grain to hogs or cattle turns 5 or 10
calories of grain into 1 calorie of pork or beef. And it takes into
account the fact that 2,100 calories, mostly from fossil fuels, are
required to make a can of diet pop (can included) though that
pop delivers just 1 calorie of food value. It is increasingly clear
that our planet can no longer afford to host such an inefficient,
irrational and emissions-maximizing food system.
There are deep and profound structural problems within
our food systems—problems that manifest in outsized GHG
emissions, extinctions and biodiversity loss, ocean dead zones,
record high farm debt, often-negative net farm incomes, aging
farm populations, decimated rural communities, ever-longer
food transport distances and a host of other social, economic
and environmental pathologies. It will not be enough to merely
tinker. Our farm and food systems must be reimagined and
restructured. We must proceed with swing-for-the-fence levels
of ambition, and governments must lead the way.

secure supply of the more affordable food provided by the highly
concentrated model without having to pay for it, if facilities
can be adapted to lower the risk of outbreaks. Mechanization
can reduce the dependency on large numbers of workers, while
those workers that remain could operate within more stringent
safety measures. Safer plant design, more mechanization and
fewer workers would, of course, come at some short-term cost,
both in terms of the capital outlays required by facility owners
and in terms of jobs lost. But in the long term, the result could
well be a continued supply of secure, cheap food for Canadians.
With that outcome evidently being what Canadians value most
of all, the future of Canada’s food supply is likely to be safer but
as concentrated as ever.

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

From “2020 hindsight: Ending the Canadian Wheat Board was
an economic tragedy,” a blog post by Terry Boehm for the National
Farmers Union, nfu.ca, Jul 30, 2020. Boehm was NFU president
from 2010 to 2014. He farms at Colonsay, Saskatchewan.

Concentration North
From “Vulnerabilities and benefits of megascale agrifood processing
facilities in Canada,” by Jared Carlberg, a paper for The School
of Public Policy at the University of Calgary, Dec 2020. Carlberg
is a professor of agribusiness and agricultural economics at the
University of Manitoba. The excerpt below is from the summary.

S

eventy per cent of Canada’s beef production capacity is
located in just two meat plants in Alberta. This is one of the
most obvious examples of the high concentration in Canada’s
food-production sector. Industry has naturally tended to
larger but fewer facilities, due to the economic imperatives of
economies of scale. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has
revealed the risks to Canada’s food supply of having so much
food production located in so few places. The work done at
food-processing facilities entails large numbers of employees,
often working shoulder to shoulder. There is a clear potential
for a disease to spread quickly, leading to a disruption in food
output or even a complete shutdown of a critical facility. This
is what happened during the COVID-19 pandemic. It could
easily happen again.
Changing the structure of the Canadian food industry is
one option to better insulate the industry against pandemics in
the future, creating a greater number of smaller-scale facilities
scattered in more places across the country. The question is
whether Canadians are willing to pay for such changes. That
payment could come through taxes, to fund the significant
incentives required to entice food producers to move away
from the larger and fewer facilities that provide them greater
profits through economies of scale, or it could be in the form of
higher food prices, as less efficient and more expensive models
of production lead to more expensive products.
It may still be possible, however, for Canadians to enjoy a
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COLONSAY, SK

Wheat Board Wrecking Ball

A

ugust 1st, 2020, marks the eighth anniversary of one of the
great economic tragedies in Canadian history. This was the
day the wrecking ball swung by then Prime Minister Stephen
Harper and former Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz finally
destroyed one of the most important institutions working for
economic justice for farmers—the Canadian Wheat Board
(CWB). In a malicious act driven by wrong-headed doctrine,
they chose to eliminate the CWB through the Orwellian-titled
Marketing Freedom for Farmers Act.
The CWB was a world-renowned agency that reliably supplied
top quality western Canadian wheat and barley to customers in
Canada and around the world and achieved a premium price
for farmers through its single-desk selling powers. Farmers
also shared in the returns generated throughout the year
through the annual pooling of net sales, with a final payment
made when the year’s results were tallied. Farmers could opt
out of the pools through various other marketing tools offered
by the board, or they could market their grain directly to
buyers through a very inexpensive buyback program. With the
CWB, farmers really had the best of all worlds for marketing
their wheat and barley.
In the lead-up to the CWB’s destruction, Stephen Harper
and Gerry Ritz thumbed their noses at democracy by firing
the farmer-elected members of the board of directors and by
refusing to allow farmers to vote in regard to retaining the CWB
as their marketing agency, which was required by then-existing
law. They knew the majority of farmers wanted to maintain the
CWB. This was not acceptable to Harper and Ritz.
Adding further insult to injury, after dismissing the farmerelected directors who were the majority on the board, the
remaining government-appointed board members used the
$145-million contingency fund, which was made up of farmers’

T H E H E A LE R BY T E R E S A P O SY N I A K

1990. Oil stick on paper. 37" × 53". Christine Klassen Gallery, Calgary.
earnings, to buy up elevators that were subsequently turned
over—along with other assets of the CWB, including hopper
rail cars, locomotives and lake freighters—to the multinational
grain company Bunge and the Saudi Arabian Land and
Agricultural Investment Company, now doing business as G3.
Ironically, the very few who chafed under the CWB and
complained it lacked transparency—in spite of its extensive
annual reports—now labour under a system dominated by
multinational grain companies that disclose almost nothing.
This is particularly galling because with the CWB we had
a direct stake in the marketing of our grain and democratic
control through our elected farmer directors.
Under the CWB, malt barley sales generated significant
premiums because of its end-use in the brewing industry.
Now, price premiums are a joke. Grain companies are offering
less than a dollar per bushel, sometimes just dimes, over feed
barley prices. Grain companies are capturing the premium
value for themselves. This is also happening in wheat sales,
where buyers manipulate the basis levels to capture most of the
increased value whenever export prices go up (basis is made up
of various charges, including freight, handling and arbitrage).
The prices farmers receive have more or less stagnated,
hovering in the $6/bushel range since the loss of the CWB.
These are 1970s prices! Today, everyone should have 20:20
hindsight and see the magnitude of the losses to farmers and
the Canadian economy caused by the destruction of the CWB.

LETHBRIDGE

Hatchet Man
From “Alberta agriculture minister responsible for ending
Canadian Wheat Board,” by Kim Siever, kimsiever.ca, May 28,
2020. Siever is a former editor-in-chief of Lethbridge News.

W

hile doing some research on a different story about Devin
Dreeshen, Alberta’s current minister of agriculture and
forestry, I read a Red Deer Advocate story highlighting the
political background of his family. This quote stuck out to me:
“Devin said he wants to emulate politicians like Klein, his dad
and Gerry Ritz, the former federal agriculture minister. Devin
worked in Ritz’s office starting through the Conservative Party
internship program. After the internship he was offered a fulltime position and Devin worked for the minister for eight
years. In that time, his major file was ending the single-desk
marketing of the Canadian Wheat Board.”
This certainly reads as though Dreeshen was responsible
for ending the Canadian Wheat Board. But it could also be
interpreted as Gerry Ritz having ended the wheat board, so
I dug some more. On his campaign website, Dreeshen stated
the following: “His background as a farmer led him to Ottawa,
where he was a policy advisor to Agriculture Minister Gerry
albertaviews.ca
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Ritz from 2008 to 2015, advocating for Canadian agriculture
trade, improved rural infrastructure support, and leading the
effort to end the Canadian Wheat Board monopoly.”
Similar wording appears on his cabinet profile. In a press
release that was carried by Todayville Edmonton, Dreeshen
included this quote from Ritz: “For years, Devin was my point
man on grain issues and ending the Canadian Wheat Board
monopoly. He was a strong advocate for farmers and for rural
communities within the Harper government, and I know he
will be just as effective on Jason Kenney’s team.”
Jeff Nielsen, chair of the Grain Growers of Canada, said to
Alberta Farmer Express about Dreeshen: “The major western
issue we had at that time was the Canadian Wheat Board. He
was very active in helping Minister Ritz on that file. That’s
where he garnered a lot of recognition and support because
he would reach out to groups such as the Western Barley
Growers Association and Western Canadian Wheat Growers
Association to solicit their support and ideas.”
And let’s not forget that his dad, Earl Dreeshen, was an MP at
the time and voted in favour of implementing the work his son
did on the destruction of the CWB. So, the person seemingly
most responsible for dismantling the Canadian Wheat Board,
despite the fact that a majority of farmers voted to keep it, is
now the minister over agriculture in Alberta.

EDMONTON

Robots in the Barn
From “Do robotic milking systems take jobs away from Albertans?
What are the positive features of robotic milking systems?,” a
response to a reader’s question on the “Ask a Dairy Farmer”
section of Alberta Milk, a non-profit organization representing
Alberta’s dairy producers, albertamilk.com, sourced Apr 7, 2021.

G

enerally speaking, finding qualified long-term employees
to commit to milking cows twice a day for 365 days of the
year is challenging, as the job becomes your way of life. It’s a
big commitment and is definitely not for everyone. Features
[of robotic milking systems] that we can appreciate are that the
robotics are able to efficiently track animal health to ensure that
cows are able to produce quality milk, and they allow farmers
to focus on other areas of farming…. More jobs are created,
as it becomes more of an industry standard to keep up. There
will have to be more companies maintaining the standards to
create robotics, salespeople and trainers who can best explain
the advantages of the robot, and technicians whose expertise
is in robotics to be able to come to the farm in the wee hours
of the morning to repair it if something happens to go wrong.

MOUNTAIN VIEW COUNTY
OLDS COLLEGE

Thoughts and Prayers Dept.
From “Mental health illness in ag reaching crisis: Member
of Parliament,” by Dan Singleton, Mountain View Today,
mountainviewtoday.ca, Dec 2, 2020. Earl Dreeshen is the father
of Devin Dreeshen, MLA for Innisfail-Sylvan Lake and Alberta’s
minister of agriculture and forestry.

R

ed Deer-Mountain View MP Earl Dreeshen has renewed
his call for more to be done to address mental health in
Canada’s farming and ranching community. “The incidents
of mental health problems in Canada’s agriculture sector
are reaching crisis proportions,” Dreeshen told the House of
Commons via video link on November 26. “Farmers, ranchers,
producers and their families are increasingly experiencing
high levels of stress, depression and even suicidal thoughts.
“This issue needs to remain top of mind for all of us. We
must continue to generate even more public awareness and
thoughtful discussion. Together we can all work to tackle the
tragic rise of mental illness within Canada’s vital agriculture
sector.”
In May 2019 Dreeshen and other members of the House of
Commons Standing Committee on Agriculture issued a report
on the issue of mental health in agriculture titled “Mental
Health: A Priority For Our Farmers.” “Stakeholders (in that
report) said that all levels of government need to act quickly, and
many organizations, primarily spearheaded by female farmer
entrepreneurs, have been working hard ever since,” he said.
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Tech Future
From “Olds College and TELUS Agriculture create $1-million
partnership,” a press release by Olds College, Dec 1, 2020.

T

he 2,800-acre Olds College Smart Farm will act as TELUS
Agriculture’s living lab to conduct applied research and test
the real-world application of new technology in a commercialscale agriculture setting. Established in 2018, the Smart Farm
provides agriculture and technology industries an innovation
ecosystem that focuses on the challenges and opportunities
that farmers face daily. As a commercial-scale sandbox to
test technology, [the Smart Farm means] companies like
TELUS can work with the industry to develop, scale, validate
and demonstrate products that will support the sustainable
production of food and other agriculture products…. On
the Smart Farm, TELUS Agriculture has been able to test
innovations like security solutions, weather stations and field
sensors in live conditions. The collaboration has also enabled
TELUS to test ways to address rural connectivity issues by
leveraging dead zones on the property.
Another TELUS Agriculture-sponsored solution in testing on
the farm is Hummingbird Technologies’ artificial intelligence
and remote-sourcing imagery solution that provides analytics
to farmers, advisers and agri-businesses. Hummingbird
processes image data to create a valuable analytics layer that
helps ensure targeted applications are made to the right field
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2019. Wood, acrylic paint, synthetic hair. 200˝ × 192˝ × 6˝. Art Gallery of Alberta.
areas and enables the early detection of issues that affect crop
health and yields. Olds College is assessing the effectiveness
of the software, and, if successful, the use of Hummingbird’s
services could greatly increase the efficiency of a producer by
cutting both costs and labour.
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

Holistic Future
From “Innovation in sustainable food cultivation can change the
world,” by Shelley Boettcher, UCalgary News, the news site for
the University of Calgary, ucalgary.ca, Nov 18, 2020.

T

atenda Mambo, a native of Zimbabwe, is a postdoctoral
scholar in the University of Calgary’s Sustainability Studies
program. His work emphasizes the importance of how our
agricultural practices have implications for our health, our
environment and our future. As part of this sustainability
studies initiative, Mambo is managing the Simon Farm project.
The farm, on a 21-acre plot of land south of Calgary owned by
John Simon, is in a five-year partnership with the university.
The idea for the farm project began when Simon’s daughter
Anita was talking with her friend Irene Herremans, a professor
in the Haskayne School of Business and the School of Public

Policy and a leader in the Sustainable Energy Development
program (SEDV).
Now 94, Simon moved to Canada as a refugee after the
Hungarian Revolution in 1956. He became a doctor, and in the
early 1970s he bought the acreage near High River. For years it
was his sanctuary of sorts, a place where he could hunt, fish and
garden. A few years ago, he and his family decided it was time
for someone else to benefit from the land—they envisioned
their farm becoming a place for others to learn, connect and
discover. Anita and Herremans were the first to come up with
the idea of a partnership with the university.
“I immediately thought of possibilities for student projects
in experiential learning,” says Herremans. “I could see
possibilities for analyzing the feasibility of hydroponics, solar
or geothermal greenhouses and other possible energy-saving,
environmentally respectful technologies on the farm.”
The overall goal of this project is to create an agroecological
system where various forms of production are integrated, so
that the different production activities feed into each other and
function as a holistic ecological system. Fundamental tenets of
the approaches used at the farm include biodiversity, nutrient
cycling, closed loops and environmental stewardship.
“I’m especially interested in looking at food systems and
how we can more sustainably produce food,” says Mambo, who
completed his Ph.D. in geography at the U of C in 2016, with
a focus on food insecurity in Malawi slums. “Biodiversity is
albertaviews.ca
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central to cultivating healthy soils, and thus there’s a laundry
list of vegetables we’re growing,” including lentils, zucchini,
kale, garlic, beets, tomatoes, mushrooms, cucumbers, a variety
of potatoes and even hops for Alberta breweries. He and the
project stakeholders want to regenerate rather than degrade
fertility in the soil as they farm.
The COVID-19 pandemic and recent UCP government
budget cuts have thrown a wrench into plans for the coming
year. The field school was not able to run in summer 2020,
because students were unable to volunteer or study on the farm
due to social distancing. Driving from Calgary to High River
a few times a week, Mambo did much the work himself with
help from the Simon family, SEDV partners and friends.
While there’s currently a small greenhouse on the farm,
Mambo hopes the university will one day be able to build a
larger greenhouse—one that relies on solar thermal technology
for heat in winter. For now, however, the plans are to continue
research, one honourable harvest at a time. “When we talk
about food insecurity… we often place emphasis on access to
food, and much less on nutritious food,” he says. “My goal is to
keep growing this project. We can do so much more.”
CALGARY

Protein Highway
From “Plant-based protein is the future, but Canada needs
investment boost,” a story about the Global Business Forum in
Banff, by Amanda Stephenson, Calgary Herald, Sep 24, 2020.

A

lberta and the other prairie provinces have the potential
to become world-leading suppliers of plant-based protein,
but the opportunity will be lost without major investments in
technology and infrastructure, industry experts say.
While all segments of Canadian agriculture will be needed
to meet growing global demand for food, said Murad Al-Katib,
president and CEO of AGT Food and Ingredients, perhaps the
greatest potential for growth exists in the plant-based protein
segment. In North America, growing consumer demand for
healthy vegetarian and vegan products creates huge potential
for processed snacks and food products derived from lentils,
peas and chickpeas. AGT Food and Ingredients is currently
developing pulse flours and fibres for use in everything from
chips and breakfast cereals to veggie-based pastas, non-dairy
milks and grain-free alternative pet foods.
Population growth in Asia, the Middle East and Africa
is also expected to drive increased demand for plant-based
protein, and the Canadian prairies—already the world’s largest
exporter of lentils and peas—have the potential to become the
“first stop on the protein highway,” Al-Katib said. But he said
Canada must invest in infrastructure—including rail networks,
storage facilities and processing capacity—if it expects to keep
up as a major global exporter. In addition, Al-Katib said the
Canadian agricultural industry must invest in technology. He
said the future will belong to those countries whose agriculture
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sectors invest in artificial intelligence and drone technology to
increase crop yields; blockchain certification to enhance food
safety and traceability; and food science and biotechnology to
not only produce the peas and lentils that the world demands
but find ways to turn them into tasty and economical products.
All of this must be done against the backdrop of climate
change, which will bring with it the unprecedented challenge
of needing to increase food production substantially while
keeping the lid on carbon emissions.
WINNIPEG

Weather Alert
From “Climate change impacts on the prairies,” by the Prairies
Regional Adaptation Collaborative (PRAC), prairiesrac.com, an
initiative of Natural Resources Canada and the governments of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta to “prepare for the impacts
of climate change [on the prairies].” Accessed Apr 2021.

T

he Canadian prairies are recognized internationally as a
potential climate change “hotspot” due to their relatively
high latitude and location in the middle of the continent. In
the coming decades, the prairies’ summers are projected to
become warmer and drier and winters and springs warmer
and wetter. Precipitation is likely to be characterized by greater
variability and uncertainty from year to year and within each
year. Rapid swings between wet and dry conditions could
become more common. Extreme weather events such as heat
waves, droughts, floods and intense storms are projected to
increase in intensity and frequency. Overall, the climate is
going to become even more variable and less predictable.
Average temperatures will increase dramatically during the
winter compared to the summer. There is high confidence
that the number of cooling degree days (temperature above
18°C) will increase while the number of heating degree days
(temperature below 18°C) will decrease. Mid-winter thaws will
become more frequent; winter days below −30°C will become
less frequent; and overall winters across the prairies will
continue to get warmer and shorter on average. In the summer,
heat waves and heat extremes will increase in frequency.
Further, it is expected that the number of frost-free days and
growing degree days will increase.
Future projections related to changes in precipitation
are less certain, but they commonly suggest that there will
be an increase in average annual precipitation. However,
precipitation will vary by season, with fall, winter and spring
expected to become wetter while summer precipitation levels
are likely to remain the same or decline.
A greater risk of extreme events is projected. The risk of
spring flooding may increase with warmer and wetter winters
and springs. More intense rainstorms are likely as temperatures
rise and create a more energetic climate. Static or declining
precipitation in combination with high temperatures could
potentially lead to more drought conditions in the summer.

EDMONTON

Sprawl

Water for Coal?
From “No plans for water changes in southwestern Alberta:
environment minister,” by Bob Weber, The Canadian Press,
Mar 18, 2021.

A

lberta’s environment minister said Thursday there’s no plan
to change water allocations in the province’s arid southwest.
“There is no proposal that has been put forward to change the
allocation for water to go to coal mines,” said Jason Nixon in
the legislature. Nixon was responding to Opposition Leader
Rachel Notley after she brought up an Alberta Environment
information briefing for stakeholders last fall that addressed
water management in the area.
That briefing came after the United Conservative government
announced plans to dramatically expand coal mining in the
region. People in the area have since been concerned about
where the water for those mines will come from.
On March 16 a resolution at the Rural Municipalities Alberta
convention passed with 85 per cent support calling on the
province to ensure the region continues to receive adequate
supplies. Notley said local leaders are right to be worried.
“(Government) proposed a number of things, including the
reallocation of almost 40 per cent of the water from agriculture
to coal. People are very distressed this proposal was made.”
But Nixon said the document is part of ongoing consultations,
mostly to ensure fish habitat remains viable. “The water basin
will remain protected. There has been ongoing consultation,
primarily around fish habitat.”
Flow in the Oldman River basin is fully allocated. Water
licences must be transferred and purchased from current
holders. Industrial use and irrigation are classified separately.
Most water in the drought-prone area is reserved for agriculture,
held in reserve even if most of it goes unused in any one season.
The presentation proposed combining the old industrial
and agricultural classifications. It would reserve 20 per cent
of the river’s flow for fish habitat and river health and allocate
whatever’s left over. It suggested that would make water
available for two coal mines while still providing for current
agricultural needs. “Approximately (6.8 million cubic metres)
remains available after two proposed coal projects, if approved,”
the document said.
“We will table those documents and I look forward to having
the minister get up and explain how he didn’t know what was
going on,” said Notley.
Premier Jason Kenney said the documents were part of
regular water management talks. “There is consultation going
on with respect to fish and with respect to the overall water
availability for all of those who draw on (it). It’s perfectly normal
and it’s what we should be doing.”
The Oldman Watershed Council, composed of First Nations,
Continued on page 24

by Jonas Sanders
(As a Grade 12 student at Central Memorial, Sanders
read a longer version of this poem at a debate and speech
tournament in Calgary. He introduced the poem as follows:
“My grandparents live on a farm north of the city and I love
to go visit them. When I do, I see the wide-open prairies,
the acres of fields and pastures, and the blue mountains in
the distance. It is difficult for me to see this view juxtaposed
with the harsh concrete of the city, and that inspired me to
write this poem about the effect of the city’s growth on the
surrounding natural landscape.”)
Patchwork hills roll out like an ocean
Of fields and pastures
All bright in the growth of spring
A farmer sits by his idle tractor
A sandwich in his hand
The winds slow and cool, blowing
The canola as if each yellow flower were a goose
Heading south
In the south, a red crane looms over the hills
A herald of the concrete
At the edges of the city
Where bulldozers, great metal beasts
Rip up and shape and tear down
The soils and silts, and soon
Graders scrape back and forth across a new road
Their screeches echoing over the quiet prairie
A group of deer raise their heads
Then run away, their white tails ramrod straight
And so the city grows
And the farmer watches it happen,
The city moving to him:
The hills plastered with shopping malls
And condominiums and interchanges
And skyscrapers and car lots
And suffocating monotonous suburbs
And concrete and glass
And rebar and walls
And overpasses and graffiti
And hotels and factories
And freeways that lead to roads that lead to boulevards
That lead to houses in neighbourhoods with names like
Springbank and Country Hills
That were named after the things that once were there
But now are not.

albertaviews.ca
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governments, municipalities and other stakeholders, has
been cautious about the briefing’s proposal. It notes there’s no
scientific evidence that saving 20 per cent of the river’s flow is
enough to protect its environment.
There would be agricultural impacts, it says. “Upstream of
the Oldman reservoir, the impact is clear: Producers would
lose their current exclusive access to the (more than 11 million
cubic metres) set aside for irrigation.” And it warns that
industrial water withdrawals from small streams, especially
during low-flow periods, would have much larger impacts
than the volumes of water suggest. Other observers have
suggested the plan outlined in the briefing would disrupt longestablished markets for water licences.
EDMONTON

Veggies and Yaks Future
From “People who dream of being a farmer flock to ‘business
bootcamp,’ ” by Alexis Kienlen, Alberta Farmer Express,
albertafarmerexpress.ca, Feb 22, 2021.

I

t doesn’t look like there’s any shortage of people who want
to be farmers. The inaugural edition of the Young Agrarians
Business Bootcamp for would-be farmers quickly filled up,
and organizers have added a second one with plans for at least
two more in the coming year. “There are more new farmers
in Alberta than we were anticipating,” said Alex Pulwicki,
e-learning coordinator with Young Agrarians, which describes
itself as a “network for new and young ecological, organic and
regenerative farmers.”
The business bootcamp helps participants conceive and write
a business plan, covering topics such as marketing and financial
plans to talking to lenders and accessing capital. “It covers all
the different kinds of elements you would need to consider for
the business aspect of starting a farm,” said Pulwicki. Most
participants don’t have a traditional farming background,
she added. “Even if they have worked on a farm, they don’t
have the skills needed to run a farm business,” she said. “The
entrepreneurial background isn’t there, but the passion to create
a beautiful farm is. We’re trying to create a community of peers
and business experts and other farm startups.”
The program was capped at 30 people and those spots were
quickly taken. “We have had a lot of interest in the program,
which has been very exciting,” said Pulwicki. “We were just
anticipating running the one group in January, but we had a
long enough wait list to fill another course as well.”
Members of the first group, who are mostly from Alberta
and BC, are considering everything from vegetables and cattle
to flowers and yaks. “A common thread is that all the people
are interested in starting small and really focused on having an
ecological farm,” said Pulwicki.
The program, which costs $249 to $349, runs over 10 weeks,
although the second one will be a condensed five-week version
so participants can finish before the growing season starts.
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Chickens vs. Good Dog
From Princeton: A Love Story, by Terry Fong, Corner Tree Press,
2019. Fong is an Alberta poultry farmer. The memoir details his
relationship with Princeton, a dog he adopted from the humane
society. Diagnosed with cancer at age 12, Princeton was a loyal
farm dog and travel companion who lived a good life to age 18.

P

oultry farming is a lot of work. I’m still in the profession
today, always telling myself and others, “Probably not for
much longer.” That I’ve been saying the same thing for several
years hasn’t motivated me to abandon farming, however. Mine is
an average-size farm, capable of producing up to 30,000 chickens
every eight weeks. For a one-person operation, it can be pretty
demanding. Each growing cycle is approximately six weeks long,
followed by two weeks of cleaning, disinfecting, repairing barns
and equipment and preparing for the next flock….
I’m often in the barns about six times a day to make sure the
chickens are fine and all the equipment is working properly,
and a couple of weeks after his arrival, I thought I would show
Princeton where I disappeared to from time to time.
The first time he entered a barn with me, the chickens were
only about two weeks old. Observing the grin on his face, I knew
I had made a mistake. Princeton, being part border collie, was
bred to be a working dog, and most of the duties involved herding
things. Sheep, cattle, goats and other types of farm animals are
often rounded up by border collies and kept secure under their
watchful gaze. Princeton thought chickens should be too.
Chickens do not like to be stressed. Chickens like to eat,
drink, eat, shit, peck things they find in their bedding, and then
eat some more. They like security and rarely take the effort to
move more than a few feet at a time. They do not like a woolly,
monstrous-looking black creature bearing down on them and
deciding where they should be, especially when this creature
is barking loudly. Chickens become stressed when things like
this happen. They begin making lots of noise and start running
in all directions. Princeton, naturally, took their response as a
personal insult and began to bark louder and herd them with
even greater authority.
Adding to the chickens’ stress was the monstrous creature’s
human companion, their once trusted caregiver, chasing after
the seemingly deaf beast, both of them tripping over feed and
water lines. Princeton ran down the entire length of a 150-foot
barn, barking and shifting from one direction to another in a
vain attempt to move a chicken or group of chickens to what
he felt was a more appropriate location. It didn’t work. What it
did was force thousands of chickens to plaster themselves to
either side of the barn, stepping over each other and clucking
frantically. When Princeton was satisfied with his work, he
confidently strode to where I was, looked up at me, and waited
for me to praise his outstanding performance. He had been a
good dog. It would be a long time before he was allowed to
enter the barns again with the chickens present.

DEMOCRACY ELSEWHERE									

ALBERTA 1921–1956

eliminated candidates continued until the requisite number
of candidates were elected.
In the rural areas, the UFA implemented an alternative
From “Electoral Systems in Alberta: Historical Perspective,”
vote (AV) system. The voting process worked the same
a section of “Electoral Democracy in Alberta: Time for
way as STV, but each district only elected one MLA. To be
Reform,” a report by Harold Jansen, University of Lethbridge,
elected, candidates would have to earn a majority of the vote.
and Lisa Young, University of Calgary, for the Institute for
If no one earned a majority of the vote on first preferences,
Advanced Policy Research, April 2005.
the candidate with the fewest votes was eliminated and his
or her votes were redistributed according to the subsequent
lthough the case can be made that Alberta is lagging
preferences.
behind the other large Canadian provinces in examining
The decision to use AV in rural areas faced significant
its electoral system, historically Alberta was a leader in
criticism. The argument was that AV would preserve the
electoral reform. Alberta is one of only three provinces to
UFA’s dominance in rural areas while dividing the UFA’s
have used something other than the plurality system to elect
opposition, which was primarily concentrated in the cities.
MLAs. And Alberta is one of only
This mixed system remained in place
two provinces that have used a form
for eight elections, from 1926 to 1955.
of proportional representation for
For the most part, the results under AV
elections to the provincial legislature.
did not differ much from what would
Electoral innovation is a part of
have been the case under the plurality
Alberta’s political heritage.
system. In Edmonton and Calgary,
In the 1910s, farmers in western
however, STV did make a difference. As
Canada became increasingly politia form of proportional representation,
cized. Besides general concern about
STV ensured that voter preferences
the domination of the Canadian
in the cities were more accurately
political system by central Canareflected in their representation in the
dian commercial interests, the farmprovincial legislature. In the face of the
ers advocated sweeping institutional
overwhelming dominance of the UFA
reforms, such as instruments of direct
and later Social Credit, STV ensured
democracy. Central to their vision for
that there was at least some opposition
a more democratic political system was
in the legislature. Edmonton and
electoral reform.
Calgary also elected MLAs from
Pressured by the farmers, Alberta’s
parties that might not otherwise have
Liberal government promised electoral
earned seats.
reform, but the entry of the United
The implementation of STV was
Henry Wise Wood, UFA president,
Farmers of Alberta (UFA) into partisan
marred,
however, by high rates
1916–1931.
politics swept the Liberals out of power
of rejected ballots. Although the
before they could act. In their first term of government (1921–
complexity of the STV system was undoubtedly partly
1926), the UFA introduced legislation that abolished the
responsible, much of the blame lay with Alberta’s particularly
plurality electoral system and replaced it with a mixed system.
draconian rules for marking ballots [e.g., refusing to accept
Edmonton and Calgary were both made multi-member
an X instead of a number].
districts that elected MLAs using the single transferable vote
The Social Credit government abandoned this dual
(STV). The STV system required voters to rank candidates
system in 1956. Although they cited the high levels of ballot
in order of preference. A quota was calculated based on the
rejection as the reason for the change, this seemed to be a
total number of ballots cast; any candidate earning more
transparent excuse for a system that was beginning to cost
votes than the quota was declared elected. Any votes earned
the party seats. In the 1955 election, the opposition Liberals
by a candidate above the quota needed (surplus) were
and Cooperative Commonwealth Federation [or CCF; the
redistributed according to the second preferences indicated
precursor to today’s NDP] were much better at supporting
on them. If no candidate had more than the surplus and
each other with their second preferences, resulting in the
there were seats left unfilled, the candidate with the fewest
defeat of several Social Credit candidates. Whatever the
votes was eliminated and their votes were distributed
reason, Social Credit abolished the STV and AV systems,
according to subsequent preferences.
introducing a Single Member Plurality (SMP) system that
The process of redistributing surplus votes and those of
has remained in place in Alberta ever since. #

When Farmers Changed Voting
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Rural
Resentment
No party is looking out for rural Albertans.

Text by CLARK BANACK Photographs by KYLER ZELENY
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T

HE RISE OF RIGHT-WING,
authoritarian populist movements
across the Western world owes much
to the support of rural citizens who
are increasingly feeling left behind
economically and culturally and are eager to overturn
the status quo. I’ve been thinking about the plight
of rural Alberta in this context, partly from the
perspective of a political scientist but mostly as a rural
Albertan myself, concerned for the region’s future
and curious about how my fellow rural Albertans
are making sense of politics in a time when many of
them, and their communities, are struggling.
Prior to the pandemic, I did an ethnographic study
to address this curiosity. For the sake of simplicity, I
assumed rural Alberta constitutes those areas beyond
the province’s largest cities: Edmonton, Calgary, Red
Deer, Lethbridge, Grande Prairie, Fort McMurray
and Medicine Hat and their corresponding bedroom
communities. Following the lead of American
political scientist Katherine Cramer, I immersed
myself in the regular conversations of 23 groups of
acquaintances in 16 communities throughout rural
Alberta. I showed up at cafes and restaurants, I
joined groups of young families in their living rooms
or on their front decks, I met with women’s-only
coffee groups, I shared a case of Pilsner with a rural
men’s baseball team. All told I spoke with 138 rural
Albertans about politics in conversations that lasted
anywhere from 45 minutes to three hours.
Over the course of this exercise I heard a few good
jokes, more than a few phrases in Ukrainian, one
heated debate over a game-deciding measurement
in the town curling bonspiel, and, I’m afraid to
say, startlingly high levels of political anger and
resentment. Rural Alberta is far from a homogeneous
region, and many issues unique to particular towns
were raised. But on the whole, a high degree of
agreement exists on three particular points.
Many rural Albertans feel a visceral anger
toward Justin Trudeau and his Liberal government,
largely placing the blame for Alberta’s current fiscal
woes at its feet. This is unsurprising—Premier

Jason Kenney has been fanning this sentiment for
some time. But more interestingly, rural Albertans
are also increasingly disillusioned with politics
in general, expressing widespread scorn at the
behaviour of politicians and parties of all stripes
(many wistfully imagining a politics completely
free of parties, which, according to a coffee group in
Fort Macleod, “just sour everything”) and strongly
convinced that existing parties don’t care about
“ordinary people.” Finally, many in rural Alberta
are increasingly convinced they are unfairly
treated, overlooked and even looked down upon by
urban citizens and “their” governments.

Rural conservatism in Alberta
is generally not the anti-government,
libertarian version that
undergirds the UCP.
An exchange in a McDonalds in Drayton Valley
strongly encapsulated this particular view, which
emerged again and again across the groups I met.
Asked if people in cities understand rural areas or
their struggles, one resident nearly jumped out of
his seat: “Absolutely not! We might as well be from
different planets. And the government workers, the
politicians, the professors from Edmonton? They’re
the worst… they simply don’t understand what it’s
really like out here.” Added his coffee companion,
“Most of [them] see us as rednecks who can barely
get our pants on by ourselves. I don’t have a college
degree, so I’m an idiot. That’s what they’re thinking.
I worked from nothing to a senior management
position in an oil company. But I’ll always be a
redneck in their eyes.” His wife chimed in, “Oh, yes,
they think we’re rednecks… It’s nice that you came
out here. Nice that someone wants to listen. Do you
think anyone will listen to what you write?”
albertaviews.ca
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Overall, a growing anti-establishment sentiment
tied to this resentment was evident, a desire for some
type of upheaval to address these concerns. This
is certainly not new. I’d argue a good deal of rural
support for the Wildrose party over the past decade
was driven moreso by this underlying alienation and
a corresponding populist desire to “throw the bums
out” than by hard-right ideology. For some in rural
Alberta today, this translates into support for “Wexit.”
But it’s not difficult to imagine such resentment
being exploited for even more troublesome and
divisive ends. Not only did most rural citizens I
chatted with express a strong admiration for Donald
Trump (“someone who’s finally listening to ordinary
people for a change!” declared a woman from
Westlock), some also linked their own frustrations,
their own sense of being overlooked, with a palpable
resentment aimed at refugees and especially
Indigenous peoples, who are viewed as the chief
beneficiaries of exorbitant state support. In an age
of increasing polarization, misinformation and, in
many cases, tribalism and xenophobia, the potential
exploitation of this resentment most worries me.
In the context of contemporary Alberta politics,
in which the United Conservative Party government
unveils policies that don’t serve rural Alberta
well, I’m left wondering how this alienation and
resentment can be addressed. How can this region
be authentically represented?

Few in Alberta, urban or rural,
forget the impact that cutbacks
in healthcare, education and
infrastructure had in the Klein era.

T

HE NOTION TH AT RU R A L
Albertans
aren’t
adequately
represented in provincial politics
likely strikes most readers as absurd.
Rural support forms the backbone
of the UCP. In the 2019 election the UCP garnered
well over 70 per cent of the votes cast across rural
Alberta, easily sweeping every rural seat and
ensuring several rural MLAs have prominent roles
in cabinet. And this is par for the course in Alberta.
Aside from a few blips (perhaps the first term of
Peter Lougheed’s government, the relatively short
reign of Alison Redford, and the recent single term
of the NDP), rural Alberta has formed the electoral
base of basically every Alberta government going
back to 1905. Likely no constituency in Canada
28
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has been so closely connected to political power for
such a long stretch.
For much of this time rural Alberta reaped many
benefits. The UFA and Social Credit governments
clearly focused on rural regions, the latter spending
massively on rural infrastructure throughout
the 1950s and 1960s. The PC party under both
Lougheed and Don Getty followed suit, using
resource-padded coffers to build roads, schools,
hospitals, hockey rinks and seniors lodges across
rural areas while also supporting a variety of loan
programs and subsidies for farmers, ensuring
grants flowed to rural community and agricultural
societies, and footing the bill for more than a few
community-specific projects in the constituencies of
well-regarded rural cabinet ministers.
This all changed with the advent of a neoliberal
approach to economic development in the 1990s,
focused on deregulation and low taxes as keys to
attracting investment and spurring growth. The
relationship between the government and rural
Alberta shifted. Few in Alberta, urban or rural, forget
the impact that cutbacks in healthcare, education
and infrastructure had across the province in the
early years of Ralph Klein’s government. For rural
Alberta in particular, these cuts, in combination
with the broader changes to the economics of
agriculture unleashed by neoliberal-inspired freetrade agreements, fast-tracked a decline in municipal
and individual economic prospects across the region.
Rural schools closed, healthcare centres either closed
or reduced their offerings, multi-generation family
farms were sold off, transfers to municipalities shrank
and infrastructure maintenance declined, youth
hightailed it to urban centres and local businesses
struggled mightily.
More broadly this period represented a turning
point for conservative parties across much of the
western world. Suddenly the central goal was no
longer “conserving” much of anything. Rather, the
goal became sharply reduced tax rates and regulations
to entice capital investment—an aim that created jobs
(although often for low wages) but weakened the
state’s ability to provide the services low-density and
increasingly low-income rural areas rely on.
Of course, this shift was welcomed with open
arms by the province’s resource sector, and, in an
era of strong oil prices and hefty resource royalties
flowing to the government, who could complain?
The “Alberta Advantage” was in full swing—low
taxes, low unemployment and high per-capita
government spending—the holy trinity of Alberta
politics. But underneath these developments in
conservative ideology, this wholehearted embrace
of a low-tax regime and oil and gas-friendly public
policies, was the sacrifice of any coherent policy

grew up on a farm in central Alberta. He is a photographer–researcher and author of Out West
(2014), Found Polaroids (2017) and Crown Ditch and The Prairie Castle (2019). Understanding the rural, he
says, consumes him. Sleeping in his car, bathing in lakes, he tries to understand present-day ideas of the rural
and how it has been visually represented. He has degrees from U of A and the University of London.
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concern over the future of rural Alberta.
Since the Klein revolution, successive PC
governments’ approaches to rural issues have
been a mixed bag. The PCs did recommit, at least
rhetorically, to the importance of rural Alberta in
the last years of the Klein regime and especially
under Ed Stelmach. Task forces were commissioned,
reports were issued and money was spent, although
these initiatives created little meaningful rural
development. The Redford government did release a
Rural Economic Development Action Plan in 2014,
although this was derailed by the party’s historic
loss in 2015.

Previous Alberta governments
focused on rural regions, spending
massively on rural infrastructure.
This all changed with the advent
of neoliberalism in the 1990s.
The UCP has similarly failed to offer much in the
way of a concrete rural development plan beyond its
general province-wide pledge to “create jobs.” The
UCP, to be fair, did announce in June 2020 a onetime $200-million allotment for rural infrastructure,
although the president of the Rural Municipalities
of Alberta said “hundreds of millions” more was
needed to properly address the infrastructure
deficit that plagues the region. In fact, several rural
municipalities are considering dissolving themselves
entirely in the face of infrastructure upgrades they
can’t afford.
In November Premier Kenney responded to
concerned rural politicians by urging them to cut
“red tape” to attract investment, as if the removal
of a couple of forms or a less stringent approvals
process is all that stands between rural communities
and a cascade of new businesses knocking down
their door, the beginning of a new golden age.
Even more surprising has been the UCP’s
willingness to upset a large swath of rural voters with
policy decisions. Rural regions witnessed scores of
doctors threaten to leave their already underserved
communities over a protracted contract dispute
with the UCP government. Counties are warning
citizens to expect drastic property tax increases as
the province offloads policing costs and seeks to
significantly reduce tax rates for oil companies. Many
rural voices, most notably country music singers
Corb Lund and Paul Brandt, were at the forefront of
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public opposition to plans to allow coal mining on
the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains.
Taken together, it is increasingly difficult to see
what lasting benefits rural Albertans have amassed
over the last two or three decades in exchange
for the rock-solid support they routinely granted
conservative governments. Surely the oil and gas
boom of the 2000s helped paper over much of this.
Rural Albertans scooped up well-paying jobs in the
industry, and companies contributed significant tax
revenues for rural municipalities and extra income
for farmers who had an oil or gas well on their land.
But such opportunities are now few and far between,
and some in the industry are refusing to pay taxes
they owe rural municipalities. As of February 2021
they were over $245-million in arrears, with many
companies additionally declining to honour their
contracts with rural landowners.
Agriculture in Alberta does continue to generate
billions of dollars of economic activity annually,
although sharply declining profit margins have
ensured that only the largest farms consistently
reap strong returns. To make matters worse, the
mega-size machinery now required by ever-growing
farms is causing unforeseen, and expensive, wear to
country roads.
Today the neoliberal chickens have come home
to roost. Much of rural Alberta sits in a precarious
position. Job opportunities are diminished,
the population is rapidly aging, residents must
travel farther to access schooling, healthcare and
long-term care, rural students are more likely
to drop out than their urban counterparts, rural
infrastructure continues to deteriorate, revenuestarved municipalities are weighing drastic service
cuts against significant property tax increases—
while simultaneously facing the looming prospect
of enormous liabilities associated with orphaned
oil and gas wells—and, as the pandemic reminded
us, decent and affordable internet often remains out
of reach. Given the lack of interest from successive
Alberta governments in authentically addressing
rural issues, it’s no wonder citizens are feeling
alienated and resentment is growing.
RURAL ALBERTANS ROUTINELY IDENTIFY
as “conservative” in opinion surveys; they vote
overwhelmingly Conservative in provincial and
federal elections; and in conversation they highlight
fiscal prudence, self-reliance and personal discipline
as characteristics they strongly value. Throughout
my research, many scoffed at “political correctness,”
were enraged by the salaries and pension benefits
received by bureaucrats and politicians, and were
very concerned with rural crime and the “soft”
justice system that, in their view, condones such

behaviour. Some are socially conservative, many
are not. And above all, the majority do not like the
NDP. This is a deep, essentially cultural, dislike.
But here is the rub. There is an important
ideological disconnect between the political values
of many in rural Alberta and those of the UCP, a
disconnect even close observers of Alberta politics
tend to overlook.
Not only have public opinion surveys shown that
the majority of rural Albertans are actually “middle
of the road” in their ideological leanings, I am
convinced after having completed my ethnographic
study (in addition to having lived in rural Alberta
most of my life) that the conservatism most in
rural Alberta abide by is not generally the antigovernment, libertarian version that undergirds
the UCP. Rather, most rural Albertans adhere
to a more traditional version of conservatism
that, to be sure, values fiscal discipline and selfreliance, but is also pragmatic and recognizes the
value of prudent state investment in education
and healthcare, in infrastructure and in sport
and culture—the foundations of the healthy
community institutions rural Albertans depend on.
Furthermore, it is a conservatism largely built on a
personal commitment to community, a willingness
to volunteer and contribute to its well-being, rather
than an obsession over the rights of the individual.
I have yet to hear a stampede of rural Albertans
crusade for lower corporate tax rates or demand that
oil and gas companies receive a property tax holiday,
nor are many demanding the return of coal mining
in the eastern slopes of the Rockies or the sale of
gas leases on the Milk River grasslands. I have yet
to hear rural Albertans argue that we have too many
nurses or teachers, or too many rural hospitals or
schools. I have yet to hear rural Albertans suggest
that existing supports for seniors in the region are
adequate, or clamour for smaller provincial transfers
to municipalities or regional economic development
agencies, or an end to grants for community
recreation or agricultural societies. I can also report
that, despite frequent suggestions to the contrary on
social media, the vast majority of rural Albertans are
not aghast at the “loss of their freedom” inherent in
requests to wear a facemask or adhere to “stay-athome” orders in the midst of the pandemic. Indeed,
there are blatant areas of tension between the policy
preferences of most rural Albertans and the policy
priorities of the UCP.
Rural Albertans, it is true, tend to harbour
suspicions about government. But in talking
with them it became clear that the crux almost
always revolves around politicians “living-it-up in
expensive hotel suites, jetting around on private
planes, drinking $20 orange juice,” the relatively

generous salaries and benefits of civil servants in
Edmonton and, for some, the sense that newcomers
to Canada and Indigenous peoples receive
disproportionate state support (although several
rural municipalities are making positive strides on
these issues, creating “Welcoming Committees,”
pursuing anti-racism initiatives and adopting treaty
land acknowledgements at community events).
One can legitimately question the disconnect
between a desire for government services and
a refusal to acknowledge the role played by
civil servants in providing these services, or the
inadequate understanding of “who” in fact “gets
what” from government. The larger point, however,
is that most rural Albertans are not simply opposed
to government full stop. Rather, they resent that
some groups seem to get more than their fair share,
while rural areas receive the short end of the stick.
This conclusion strongly echoes similar findings in
rural America, where research shows resentment of
this sort—rather than an ideological commitment
to anti-government neoliberalism—explains such
strong support for conservative politicians.
Of course, far-right libertarian voices also
emanate from rural Alberta. Such people seem
disproportionately to occupy positions in rural
UCP constituency associations, some becoming
candidates themselves.

D

ESPITE THIS IDEOLOGICAL
disconnect, it seems incomprehensible to imagine the UCP
losing ground in rural Alberta.
What gives?
Part of this is basic party identification. The UCP
is now the only legit conservative party in town,
a last line of defence against a return to power
by the NDP. But beyond that, the UCP has done
well to play to the anxieties of the region. Few in
rural Alberta seem much bothered by the UCP’s
desire to shrink the civil service. Nor were they
opposed to the party’s repeal of the provincial
carbon tax. As the unofficial spokesperson for a
women’s coffee group in Tofield told me, following a
lengthy conversation outlining their environmental
concerns, “I have absolutely no other option. I
simply have to pay more. I can’t take the bus. I
can’t afford an electric car. And I couldn’t plug it
in anywhere if I could. How is this anything but an
extra tax on rural people?”
Paradoxically, given that corporation-friendly
neoliberal policies by previous conservative
governments helped put rural regions on the path
to precarity in the first place, many rural Albertans
view the province’s immediate prosperity, and their
own, as tied directly to the revival of oil and gas.
albertaviews.ca
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Thus, they largely applauded the UCP’s doubling
down in this direction, especially Kenney’s antiLiberal rhetoric, his Canadian Energy Centre “war
room” and the “Fair Deal Panel.”
The UCP further created the Rural Alberta
Provincial Integrated Defence (RAPID) Response to
address rural crime, replaced the labour standards
codified in the NDP’s infamous Bill 6 with the Farm
Freedom and Safety Act, and established the largely
symbolic Alberta Firearms Advisory Committee
to “hear concerns about the federal government’s
firearms legislation.”

Modern economic trends have
clearly been unkind to rural areas
worldwide. Yet the “death of rural”
is not inevitable.
It doesn’t take a vivid imagination to see how
well such moves play throughout the region. But do
any of them address the fundamental issues facing
rural Alberta? Which will create long-term jobs in a
global context of declining oil demand? Which will
ensure that rural schools remain open, that doctors
stick around, that affordable high-speed internet
becomes available? Which will address the vast rural
infrastructure deficit? Where, in any of this, is a
coherent, consistent, evidence-based rural economic
and community development plan?
Modern economic trends have clearly been
unkind to rural areas worldwide. Yet rural
development scholars have demonstrated that the
“death of rural” is not inevitable. Real economic
progress and enhanced service delivery for rural
areas is possible, but at minimum it requires a longterm plan.
As Lars Hallström, who directed the Alberta
Centre for Sustainable Rural Communities at the
University of Alberta from 2009 to 2020, put it: “A
dedication to rural sustainability should inspire
thinking around the linkages that exist. The
question of rural physicians and rural healthcare
is connected to rural health inequities which are
connected to rural social inequities which are
connected to rural capital flight and the changing
face of agriculture and who stays behind, the
closure of rural schools etc. You have to think about
all of this as a collective. But the policy response
under all Alberta governments since forever has
been to occasionally throw some money at rural
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regions without much thought to any broader
development goals. How will this actually support
rural communities in a sustained way?”

I

N TANDEM WITH AN INCREASING
sense of resentment, support for Wexit
seems to be growing in rural Alberta. I
suspect some smaller oil companies, eager
to be free of federal restrictions, will chip
in some cash to back such a venture. But perhaps
rural Albertans might try something different in
their quest to upend the status quo.
Rather than Wexit, imagine a rural-based
provincial party emerging in Alberta, running
candidates only in rural ridings and advocating, first
and foremost, for the well-being of rural Alberta. A
“Bloc Rural,” if you like. It would lean conservative,
no doubt, but more importantly, rural would be at
its core. An existing party (Alberta Party?) might
support many of the same policies, but the lack of
a rural core will prevent widescale buy-in. Rural
identity is a powerful force outside cities.
The new party would probably support the UCP’s
efforts to address rural crime, fortify property
rights, shrink the salaries of Edmonton-based
civil servants—whatever rural Albertans deem
important. But the party would also work to ensure
doctors are recruited rather than driven out of rural
towns. It would advocate for an education funding
model that ensures no student has to ride a bus
for three hours daily. It would demand affordable
high-speed internet for all, maintenance of basic
infrastructure in rural municipalities, creation
of a subsidized transportation network capable
of delivering rural citizens to specialist medical
appointments in Edmonton or Calgary. Above all,
it would craft a well-designed social and economic
plan that provides hope for the future.
Given the resurgence of the NDP in Alberta
politics, a new party consistently occupying a
large number of rural seats would make minority
governments much more likely. In such a scenario,
a new party could demand a meaningful policy
commitment to rural Alberta in exchange for
its support, improving conditions across the
region. As importantly, it might help stem a
growing tide of resentment in the region before it
becomes destructive. And while the idea may seem
unrealistic, even letting one’s mind wander in this
direction could be a helpful exercise in focusing
on what policies are in fact in the best interests of
rural Alberta. #
Clark Banack is acting director of the Alberta
Centre for Sustainable Rural Communities at the
Augustana Campus of the University of Alberta.

RURAL CONNECTION
Photos and Text by Dana Prediger

The three men in this “coffee house” are long-time family friends. Sadly, the gentleman on the far left,
Henry, passed away in January. He was such a special man. Henry’s coffee house is legendary in the town of Ponoka,
and even now his wife, Carol, continues to keep a pot of coffee on and cookies nearby to welcome all into what he liked
to call “the man cave.” Coffee breaks are a quintessential part of small-town life, when men gather to pause the day’s
events and listen to one other. Bob (middle) and Merv (right) regularly dropped by to share a cup with Henry.

coffee break
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This is a gathering spot for locals who enjoy camping in the summer, snowmobiling in the winter and fishing year
round. Here, people can warm themselves near the stove or play darts or a game of shuffleboard or crib. In this, the space is
similar to Henry’s coffee house—it’s a connector, a gathering spot for outdoors enthusiasts. It speaks of the untamed spirit that
exists in the community.

clubhouse
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working together Ron and Joan co-owned a carriage company with Henry, their best friend. They’d known him for over
50 years, so his frequent visits and sage advice are missed. Small-business owners and farmers, Ron and Joan are always working
on something around their farm, and on this day a piece of equipment kept breaking down. There was some urgency; the forecast
was for several days rain and they needed to get hay off the field. They have such a supportive relationship and are always there for
each other. Their sons and friends also showed up to help. This value underlies many family farms. Wearing a mask while working
during the pandemic has been annoying for Ron, but he does what he must to protect his family and get the job done. #
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More Irrigation,
Fewer Farms
The public is investing almost $1-billion to expand
Alberta’s irrigation network. For whose benefit?
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By ROBBIE JEFFREY

T

HE ONLY SOUND FOR MILES IS TIRES
crunching gravel. Eric Musekamp drives north,
home to an address he rarely gives out. He has to
be careful: You don’t win many friends in these
parts by advocating for farm workers.
“I’m looking at abandoned homesteads in every direction,”
he says over the phone, his pickup audibly lumbering as
he pulls over. He’s squinting at far-off silhouettes on the
southern Alberta horizon like he’s scoping out whitetails.
“One over there. Another over there.”

albertaviews.ca
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With his partner, Darlene Dunlop, Musekamp formed
the Farmworkers Union of Alberta in 2004. By then, they’d
been fired from farms for reasons such as giving protective
equipment to child labourers or refusing to cut corners while
welding a fuel tank. Farmers had withheld their wages and
blacklisted them. Their home was vandalized; someone drained
the brake fluid from Eric’s half-ton. Their fellow farmworkers
continued to die frequently and gruesomely; in Alberta from
1990 to 2009 at least 26 died on the job (and 10 times as many
were admitted to hospital with major injuries). Famously, the
farmworker Terry Carl Rash, a 52-year-old grandfather, was
stabbed by his boss and left to bleed to death in a ditch along
Highway 36, the Veterans Memorial Highway.
“Two more homesteads over there,” continues Musekamp.
“All the land has been bought up and the buildings just sit
and deteriorate. In town, the school’s closed, the stores are all
closed, everything’s closed.”

This part of southern Alberta
is almost a desert. Without
irrigation, the prospects for
agriculture here are grim.
With it, the desert blooms.

T

IMES AREN’T HARD FOR EVERYONE IN
agriculture, however. Drive west toward Lethbridge
and you’ll find Lamb Weston’s potato processing
plant, which in 2020 reported $3.8-billion in net
sales. And the expanded McCain factory, whose
owners recently spent $1-billion adding processing capacity
across the world. And the $430-million facility owned by
Cavendish, itself owned by the billionaire Irving family.
Much of this wealth depends on public infrastructure—
that is, irrigation. These canals and pipelines bring water
from nearby rivers to more than a million acres of farmland.
This part of southern Alberta, while it has rich soil and
abundant sunlight, is almost a desert. Without irrigation,
the prospects for agriculture here are grim. With it, the
desert blooms. A steady supply of water means farmers can
grow high-value crops such as potatoes, soybeans and sugar
beets. Although less than 6 per cent of Alberta’s farmland
is irrigated, irrigation farming adds $3.6-billion to Alberta’s
GDP. The entire agriculture sector’s contribution to GDP was
less than $6-billion in 2019.
Irrigation farmers fund much of the infrastructure, but the
public also underwrites a lot of it. And it’s not cheap: Since 1969
the province has spent almost $1-billion on maintenance alone.
Musekamp has worked on irrigated farms. Yet while public
spending on irrigation makes these farms more profitable
than ever, workers have continued to struggle. Musekamp
and Dunlop have made do with the bare minimum, living
through poverty and even homelessness. Farm cash
receipts to November grew 4 per cent last year over 2019,
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but agricultural wages remain 30 per cent lower than the
provincial average. From 2009 to 2019 Alberta lost almost
10 per cent of its agricultural workforce. And even as farms
are among the most dangerous worksites in Alberta, research
suggests farmworkers—due to their lack of legal protection—
are significantly underreporting their injuries.
Public spending on irrigation has something in common
with the exploitation of workers: Both increase private
profits. Since the early 20th century Alberta has exempted
farmworkers from basically all employment and health and
safety standards, including the Occupational Health and
Safety Act and legislation around minimum wages, collective
bargaining rights, wage security and working hours. Although
the right to organize is enshrined in the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, farm workers in Alberta cannot unionize. “There’s
a long tradition of the government allowing employers to
externalize costs onto rural communities in order to maintain
the short-term viability of industries,” says Bob Barnetson,
a professor of labour relations at Athabasca University. “The
Alberta government has given agricultural operators a pass on
most of the rights that workers would have in any other job.”
So, in October 2020, when the federal and provincial
governments announced “an $815-million investment
in Alberta’s irrigation network”—the largest irrigation
expansion in Alberta’s history—people like Musekamp
raised their eyebrows. The outlay is part of the Canada
Infrastructure Bank’s COVID-19 recovery plan, which
earmarked $1.5-billion for irrigation projects across Canada.
Alberta gets the biggest portion, a $407.5-million loan to
irrigation districts, by default: The province has 71 per cent
of all irrigated land in Canada and uses over 60 per cent
of Canada’s irrigation water. The provincial government
is contributing a $244.5-million grant, and eight irrigation
districts will put in the remaining $163-million. According
to its proponents, this investment will boost agricultural
profits and increase GDP, increasing yields and creating
6,800 jobs. It will construct four new reservoirs and 56 other
modernization projects, saving water while allowing farmers
to irrigate more acres. Premier Jason Kenney called it “a slam
dunk in one of our economy’s most important industries.”
But any gains from this irrigation expansion will not
be distributed equitably across agriculture. In Alberta,
corporate profits reign supreme. The “public investment”
will not help most farmers or farmworkers, and it threatens
to contribute to a degraded environment, water scarcity and
further rural decline.
SOMEWHERE NEAR PICTURE BUTTE, north of
Lethbridge, John Kolk explains how to keep a farm in
the family. It’s a rare feat these days. Nearly 60 per cent of
Alberta’s farmers are 55 or older. Kolk says your heart has to
be in it. His grandfather’s heart was in it; when he arrived in
southern Alberta from Holland after the Second World War,
he worked on a sugar beet farm and saved money for the 80
Continued on page 40
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ALBERTA’S IRRIGATION DISTRICTS
The 13 irrigation districts provide water to about 1.5 million
acres of land in arid southern Alberta for growing crops
and forage for livestock. Without the water, the land would
be about a fifth as productive. Snowmelt in the mountains
feeds the rivers. Water is diverted from the rivers and
moved through canals and pipelines to storage reservoirs,
which also mitigate flooding. The crops grown include
sugar beets, potatoes, canola, flax, wheat, barley and oats.
Since 1894 rights to water use in Alberta have been
granted through a system known as “prior allocation,” or
“first-in-time, first-in-right”—FITFIR. First rights to water go
to the licence holder with the oldest stamp on their licence,
known as a senior licence. The amount of water to which
all licensees are entitled is decided annually and parcelled
out among them. The licence sets the parameters for how
much, when, where and for what purpose water can be
withdrawn or diverted.
Alberta Environment oversees the issuing of water
licences to municipalities, corporations, individuals and
organizations, including the province’s 13 irrigation districts,
which in turn allocate water to irrigators based on their
acreage. Since 1894 some 20,000 licences to use water
have been issued. Three quarters of all the water allocated

in Alberta’s southern river systems is spoken for by fewer
than 20 licensees. Water licence holders don’t own the
resource; water, under provincial authority, belongs to
everyone. Yet they’re able to sell access to it. But a water
market doesn’t function efficiently, because of the large
numbers of senior licences held by a powerful few and a
lack of standardized criteria for evaluating trades.
In 2011 Alberta’s 13 irrigation districts approved a
declaration ensuring that during times of drought, human
and livestock needs will be met before those of irrigated
agriculture. This declaration means that should severe
water shortages occur, the irrigation districts, which have
licences to utilize 3.4 billion cubic metres of water annually,
will work with communities in southern Alberta to ensure
people have water for their needs. However, law professor
Nigel Bankes maintains that the declaration has no legal
status and is not binding on anybody.
He asks, “Is this the sort of fix to Alberta’s water laws
that we should be encouraging? Should the right of a
municipality to a secure source of water depend upon the
largesse of the province’s irrigation districts? Are there
other alternatives that we should be considering? Should
we be relying on the IDs to decide who should benefit from
the declaration, or are these properly issues on which the
province should be taking a leadership role?”
albertaviews.ca
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acres that became a generational farm. “The Kennedys like
politics,” he says, “and the Kolks like farming.”
There’s another factor, though. “I wouldn’t have three
kids going into farming if it wasn’t for irrigation,” Kolk says.
Although he grows cereal crops on some dryland acres, he has
3,000 irrigated acres for higher-value crops such as specialty
seed canola, alfalfa seeds, even corn for export. “The average
age of irrigators is lower than the average age of [dryland]
farmers on the Prairies,” he continues, “because people see
opportunity.” For family farms like the Kolks’, where margins
are tight and inputs are more expensive every year, irrigation
provides a competitive edge.

Irrigation farmers fund much
of the infrastructure, but the
public underwrites it. Since 1969
the province has spent almost
$1-billion on maintenance alone.
This is because irrigation dramatically improves farmland’s
productivity. A 2015 study showed that average net returns
for some crops increased fivefold because of irrigation. The
sales from irrigation agriculture average out to $2,400/ha
compared to $329/ha for dryland production. Combine this
with access to land, capital and generational know-how, and it
would seem more irrigation could help keep family farms like
the Kolks’ alive. But the truth may be more complicated.
When the Alberta government announced the irrigation
expansion, it said the gains will benefit a large proportion
of farmers. Yet only a small percentage of farmers even use
irrigation. Meanwhile, farming in Alberta has become highly
consolidated; every year, the number of farms decreases but
their average size continues to grow. Already, just 6 per cent
of farms in Alberta control 40 per cent of the farmland. These
larger operations, the wealthiest ones, will benefit most from
the irrigation expansion.
The expansion will also keep out new farmers. Irrigation
increases productivity, which increases land values. That
means a higher cost of admission. In Alberta the price of
farmland doubled just in the five years between 2013 and
2018. The highest-value land in southern Alberta, where large
operators require irrigation, is almost twice as valuable as that
of northern Alberta. The number of young farmers in Alberta
has declined by 70 per cent in a single generation.
Further, as climate change threatens the viability of
dryland farming, irrigated farmland will only become more
valuable. It will become more essential to the region’s large
food processors too, which need a consistent, stable supply
of irrigation water to buffer against drought years. With
operating costs increasing, margins tightening and the price
of farmland soaring, more small farms will sell to larger ones.
The consolidation will accelerate.
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As time goes on, costlier public investments benefit fewer
farmers. Meanwhile, people continue to move away and tax
bases dry up. Rural schools continue to close. Depopulation
accelerates, the average age increases, health outcomes
worsen. The sugar beets that Kolk’s grandfather farmed are
still valuable, but the Picture Butte beet refinery, which once
provided good jobs, shut down in 1977.
IT’S EASY TO SEE RURAL DECLINE AS INEVITABLE.
But rural Canadians have long understood that the decline
is the outcome of policy choices. At the same time as people
have moved to cities, rural economic development has
shifted toward free-market neoliberalism, from agriculture
to agribusiness. Under the agribusiness model, the state
secures inputs for multinational food processors. Neoliberal
governments focus on attracting outside capital, typically
by lowering corporate taxes, cutting safety standards and
doling out public subsidies. Agribusiness incentivizes scale,
so farms expand to chase profits and finance more loans. Yet
there’s only so much farmland, so for the profitable farmers to
expand, the poorer ones have to leave.
This might be bad for communities, but it’s good for
agribusiness. Bankers and economists have long seen family
farms as impediments to productivity, pointing out that the
top 20 per cent of farms in North America produce 80 per
cent of agricultural products. To them, the consolidation
involved in agribusiness liberates dormant productivity from
the shackles of small, unproductive farmers.
Another challenge: Alberta’s irrigation districts are only
allocated so much water, and they’ve effectively reached their
limits already. How can the most profitable farmers expand
if they can’t get more water? This is where new irrigation
projects come in—particularly efficiency improvements. The
banner claim for Alberta’s new upgrades is that they’ll allow
farmers to irrigate over 200,000 additional acres without
using more water. The modernization projects will convert
open canal systems into pipelines. By reducing seepage
and evaporation, these upgrades will conserve water. Ergo,
irrigation districts can water more acres without increasing
the districts’ allocations. Efficiency upgrades are why Alberta
hasn’t used its full water allocation since 1988, even though it
has increased its irrigated area by 40 per cent since 1976. And
who can argue with conserving water?
But we should be honest about why our government
is willing to spend so much public money on irrigation
upgrades. At the same time Kenney talks up efficiency, he’s
been trying to rewrite water-use rules for the benefit of new
coal developments and other industrial users, proposing to
almost double the amount of water that can be pulled from
the Oldman watershed. The bottom line is that more water
than ever will come out of southern Alberta’s rivers, with the
UCP government, in its own words, aiming to “allow market
forces to drive water use, activity and innovation in the area.”
In short: A desire for more industrial activity, rather than
an environmental ethic, is driving this expansion. But no
industry can grow forever. Eventually, nature stops you.

An irrigation canal east of Calgary. Since water is wasted due to seepage and evaporation, some canals are scheduled to be replaced
with pipelines by 2035. Many that can’t be converted will have new linings, automated gates and better spill management.
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IKING IN THE SANDSTONE CANYONS OF
southern Utah, Lorne Fitch thought he had solved
one of the ancient world’s great mysteries. He
and his wife, Cheryl Bradley, a retired botanist,
were walking among Anasazi ruins that were
abandoned 700 years ago. Fitch is a retired fish and wildlife
biologist who spent 35 years in research as well as habitat
protection. So as he and Bradley wandered the mesas and
buttes, he thought about water. Drought is a common
explanation for why the Puebloans fled the Four Corners.
He had a eureka moment: “If only they’d had the presence of
mind to get the federal government to subsidize irrigation!”
Fitch has lots of quips like this, rarely missing a chance
to break tension with a joke. But his point is serious: Using
more natural resources is rarely the solution to fundamental
environmental challenges. Fitch and Bradley are both known
for their water advocacy. Bradley represented environmental
interests in the South Saskatchewan River Basin water
management plan, and she volunteers for the Oldman
Watershed Council and the Southern Alberta Group for the
Environment. Fitch was involved with the Alberta Riparian
Habitat Management Society and the Alberta Wilderness
Association and has sat on conservation boards. They’ve
found themselves taking unpopular positions on irrigation
proposals. “Here we have a public resource, water, that has
essentially been given to a farmer-owned co-operative to
make decisions that no one else gets to make,” Fitch explains.
“What are the public benefits of the massive infrastructure

investment, which the public purse underwrites, to essentially
grow crops for an export market?”
Proponents are quick to tout irrigation’s environmental
benefits. It “conserves water” and “creates wetlands,” they
argue, adding that industry has made great strides in
efficiency. The Western Irrigation District, for example, has
irrigated 20 per cent more land in the last two decades using
20 per cent less water. Michele Konschuh, an irrigated-crop
scientist at the University of Lethbridge, says that “between
1999 and 2012 about 75 per cent of the water savings have
been achieved by producers irrigating differently than they
used to, going from things like gravity irrigation and highpressure pivots to low-pressure pivots and subsurface drips.”
Yet expanding irrigation poses long-term risks to the
environment. Average flows have been declining in southern
Alberta’s rivers since 1971, and drought threatens in any given
year. Removing too much water can harm wildlife, especially
Alberta’s native fish species, many of which are already at risk.
The entire South Saskatchewan basin (which includes the
Oldman, Bow and South Saskatchewan rivers) was closed to
new allocations in 2006 precisely because researchers discovered
these impacts. But according to conservationists, the basin is
already overallocated. Add climate change, which threatens to
further diminish flows, and the stakes only get higher.
“Healthy ecosystems translate to healthy communities,” says
Nissa Petterson, a conservation specialist with the Alberta
Wilderness Association. “If we’re not meeting in-stream flow
needs for having healthy trout populations, or healthy benthic
albertaviews.ca
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invertebrate populations, all that has a trickle-down effect,
and we’re going to be at the very bottom of it.”
People like Fitch, Bradley and Petterson are also
concerned that, despite these risks, the irrigation expansion
is being presented as a fait accompli. Yet some of the eight
participating irrigation districts are still working out where
the new reservoirs will go, and the plebiscites necessary for
their construction haven’t happened. No consultation with
environmental or Indigenous interests was conducted before
the expansion was announced. The only entry point for
environmental interests, it seems, is once the decision has
already been made.

Just 6 per cent of farms control
40 per cent of Alberta’s farmland.
These larger operations, the
wealthiest ones, will benefit
most from new irrigation.
Southern Alberta has an almost inconceivable thirst. The
region’s 13 irrigation districts represent Alberta’s single largest
water user—between 60 and 65 per cent of all water used
annually in the province. Strict regulations limit water use,
and there is a history of districts going beyond even these. In
2000, with Alberta and Saskatchewan going through a drought,
irrigation districts voluntarily cut their use by nearly a third.
Still, the districts’ licences entitle them to their water. In
drought years, Albertans have relied on the districts’ goodwill.
This was already a concern—and now irrigation districts
must repay a huge loan, with water sales their chief source
of revenue. None of this bodes well for balancing the rivers’
needs with farmers’. As Bradley says, “It makes sense to
improve efficiencies, but what are you going to do with the
saved water? It’s not allocated for the river.” Bradley sat on
the conservation efficiency and productivity committee for
the irrigation industry as part of an Alberta Water Council
program. “I talked until I was blue in the face about how
we’re putting huge amounts of public expenditures into
these improvements and we know our rivers are stressed
and degrading. Why don’t we agree to reallocate some of this
water to the river?”
All of us bear the costs of a degraded environment and
water scarcity. As irrigation districts represent fewer and
bigger farms, and as multinational corporations increasingly
depend on water for profits, it’s not hard to imagine a future
where their interests clash with municipalities’ and wildlife’s
needs, and where the districts aren’t as magnanimous as
they were 21 years ago. Jason Unger, executive director of
the Environmental Law Centre, asks, “If specific tributaries
are low, then what are our management responses when, by
intensifying use, we’ve created the expectation that the water
will be available? [Economic] expectations typically trump
any kind of environmental concerns.”
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HERM EWING, IN A 1991 BOOK CALLED The
Range, interviewed dozens of Westerners about
managing rangeland—ranchers, soil specialists,
old-timers and everyone in between. One character,
Allan Savory, came from Zimbabwe, where he’d
earned a reputation as a “prophet” of resource management.
He was shocked to see soil conditions in the plains worse than
back home. The problem, he said, was that farmers treated
resource management as crisis management, responding only
when it’s too late. His prescription was proactive management:
Before making decisions, “we test the air, like old-time miners
carrying canaries,” he wrote. “When a bird drops off the perch,
get the hell out of the mine.”
Ross McKenzie agrees. He is a retired soil and crop
specialist who worked for Alberta Agriculture and Forestry in
Lethbridge for almost 40 years and taught the only irrigation
course at the University of Lethbridge. “I got to see some of
the best and brightest,” he says. “A lot of [my students] moved
into permanent positions with Alberta Agriculture.” He
knows irrigation expansions require monitoring, research and
expertise. In other words, proactive management.
That’s why this new irrigation expansion worries McKenzie.
As governments are making an “historic” investment in
irrigation, his former employer—the public body responsible
for implementing these upgrades and monitoring their
environmental impact—is being gutted. In the February
2020 budget, the UCP government announced nearly 300
layoffs in the agriculture ministry, almost half the entire staff.
These accounted for 40 per cent of all government layoffs that
year. Some researchers were transferred to the University of
Lethbridge, but virtually all their staff were terminated. The
irrigation demo farm was transferred to Lethbridge College, its
lead researcher sent to the U of L. McKenzie’s bright students
were all laid off. These cuts left the agriculture community
dumbfounded. “We all knew when we voted Kenney in that
there’d be cuts coming,” one anonymous source told the
Western Producer. “But nobody thought they’d be so viciously
targeted to the industry that’s carrying this province.”
The UCP cuts will reduce monitoring of this irrigation
expansion and the long-term impacts of irrigation more
broadly. “There was a group of people in Lethbridge who
monitored water quality—the quality of water going into
the irrigation districts and the water leaving them in runoff,”
McKenzie explains. “They were doing a really good job helping
the districts understand where problems are and where things
can be improved. But every one of those people was cut in
the last round of layoffs. So we’re putting more money into
irrigation, but in terms of monitoring what we dump back into
the Oldman River and the Bow River, and the water we pass on
to Saskatchewan, who knows what’s going to be in that?”
Why would Alberta’s government gut its agriculture
department? The consensus among many in industry is
that Agriculture Minister Devin Dreeshen was appointed
to dismantle his own department. Dreeshen is young, has
virtually no work experience outside of conservative politics
and is one of the most unabashedly far-right politicians in the
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Center pivot irrigation near Cowley. The different application systems include gravity, wheel roll and drop tube pivot. Advances in
sprinkler technology have doubled efficiency of water use. Nonetheless, irrigation uses 60–65 per cent of all water used in the province.
province. (In 2016 he travelled through 28 states campaigning
for Donald Trump.) He calls himself a farmer but comes from
a wealthy, entrenched political background—his father, Earl,
is a Conservative Member of Parliament, and Devin worked
for former agriculture minister Gerry Ritz.
Dreeshen, however, is merely an avatar of agribusiness, of
prioritizing corporate profits over workers and communities.
Cargill, a multi-billion-dollar US-owned company, owns
the largest meatpacking facility in Canada, located in High
River. When it had North America’s single largest COVID-19
outbreak—almost half the workforce tested positive—Dreeshen
lashed out at critics and refused to shut the slaughterhouse
down. Two employees died from the virus. The RCMP are now
investigating Cargill for criminal negligence. Dreeshen was also
responsible for ending the Canadian Wheat Board even though
a majority of farmers had voted to keep it.
More than that, while gutting his own department,
Dreeshen formed Results Driven Agricultural Research
(RDAR), an arms-length non-profit that funnels public
money toward research projects generating private-sector
profits. According to the Western Producer, RDAR “suggests
that producer-elected boards will do a better job than publicly
elected politicians and career agricultural researchers and
scientific administrators in choosing priorities and direction
for taxpayer dollars.” But almost half of RDAR’s board
members aren’t even farmers, and if cost-cutting is the goal,
it’s already failed. Savings from the agriculture and forestry
cuts amount to $22-million, but Dreeshen has directed
$37-million of public money annually toward RDAR.
When the objective is higher agribusiness profits and GDP,
not the sustainability of rural communities, and when the
government’s goal is brokering deals with global capital, the

very department responsible for oversight of irrigation has
been captured by corporate forces. That Dreeshen is one of
the biggest proponents of expanding irrigation should be
cause for concern. With the benefits going to the wealthiest
farms, with environmental concerns shut out entirely, and
with proactive management (i.e., credible research and
monitoring) gutted, a public outlay of nearly $1-billion on
irrigation seems more than imprudent. By accelerating the
forces of agribusiness, it poses an existential threat to what’s
left of rural life in Alberta.

L

OSS IS CENTRAL TO RURAL ALBERTA’S
story. The loss that homesteaders felt when the
picture-perfect farm life they’d seen advertised
turned out to be cold and cruel. The loss of cattle
grazing on the open range. The loss of grain elevators,
schoolhouses and entire towns. Today, it continues with the loss
of the family farm, as well as the loss of the natural environment
due to climate change. Prairie grasslands are disappearing
faster than the Great Barrier Reef and the Amazon rainforest.
Environment and Climate Change Canada says this country
is warming at double the global rate, which could render
significant amounts of Prairies farmland unfarmable.
By underwriting irrigation, our public dollars accelerate
an economic development process that consolidates land and
profits; further jeopardizes an already damaged environment;
reinforces farm workers’ precarity; and drives out small,
independent farmers. As presently managed, irrigation neither
serves the public nor justifies its vast expense. #
Robbie Jeffrey grew up on a cattle ranch near Islay, just west of the
Alberta–Saskatchewan boundary. He now lives in Edmonton.
albertaviews.ca
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BIOGRAPHY
Born: Innisfail
Education: “Studied economics and
political science at the U of A”
Quote: “Working with a team to achieve
a common goal is no different in football
than in politics”
Connections: Dreeshen is the son of
Earl Dreeshen, Conservative MP for Red
Deer Mountain View
Work experience: policy adviser to
federal agriculture minister Gerry Ritz,
2008–2015, “advocating for agriculture
trade, improved rural infrastructure
support, and leading the effort to end
the Canadian Wheat Board monopoly”;
ag. consultant; farms near Pine Lake
Other experience: director, Western
Canadian Wheat Growers Association;
board member, Crossroads Ag. Society
Political experience: volunteered with
Trump’s campaign for eight months
in 2016, travelling to 28 states and
shadowing Ivanka Trump (see sidebar)
Quote: On volunteering for Trump: “It
wasn’t picking a particular candidate;
it was just to see how the American
system worked.” (Mountain View Today,
2020/7/18)
Elected as MLA: 2018/7/12 (in a
by-election; UCP MLA Don MacIntyre
had resigned following charges of sexual
assault and sexual interference)
Riding: Innisfail-Sylvan Lake
Sworn in as minister: 2019/4/30
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MINISTRY RESPONSIBILITY
• policies, legislation, regulations
and services necessary for Alberta’s
agriculture, food and forest sectors to
grow, prosper and diversify
• inspire public confidence in wildfire
and forest management and the quality
and safety of food
• support environmentally sustainable
resource management
• lead collaboration that enables safe and
resilient rural communities
MINISTER’S RECORD
• repealed Bill 6, the NDP’s farm safety
legislation, to “reduce the regulatory
burden on farmers and ranchers while
still ensuring basic safety standards”;
removed agricultural workers’ right to
unionize; exempted small farms and
ranches from safety standards
• created “Champions of Agriculture,” a
committee to “break down myths and
misunderstandings of our sustainable
agriculture practices and highlight how
Alberta leads on a global stage to feed
people around the world”
• compensated cattle and hog producers,
beekeepers and potato farmers for
pandemic-related costs (e.g., backed up
inventory), including $25-million for
pork producers
• gave $40-million from the Technology
Innovation and Emissions Reduction
Fund “to accelerate innovation” and
“help farmers, ranchers, industry and
innovators navigate the economic
repercussions of the pandemic”
• deferred timber dues for six months
“to help forest companies continue
operating… during the pandemic” and
raised Alberta’s annual allowable timber
cut by 13 per cent “to provide security
for forest companies” (which in 2020
saw “record-breaking prices… despite
COVID-19 initially reducing demand”)

• launched Agriculture Jobs Connector,
a website for Albertans to find jobs in
ag. and for businesses to find workers
• gave $27.8-million to an agri-food
hub at Exhibition Park in Lethbridge “to
create jobs and spur investment”
• gave $300,000 to Yellowhead County
through the Mountain Pine Beetle
Municipal Grant Program (part of the
$560-million the province has spent since
2006 attempting to control the pine beetle)
• increased the lending capacity of the
public Agriculture Financial Services
Corporation by $800-million
• gave $81,000 to the Alberta Farm Fresh
Producers Association to improve its
online producer directory
• to “cut red tape,” amended Meat
Inspection Regulation to allow
consumers to buy animals directly
from farmers, slaughtered on-site; allow
licensed facilities to salvage and sell meat
by-products; and allow pre-slaughter
inspections by video in emergencies
• cancelled the provincial carbon credit
program, which had compensated
farmers for practices that reduce GHG
emissions (from the Western Producer:
“From the farmers’ perspective, the
expiry of the protocols couldn’t have
come at a worse time. The value of
a market-ready carbon offset… is at
$30 per tonne and scheduled to rise in
increments to $170 a tonne by April
2030. With the carbon offset market
gone, grain and oilseed producers [will]
be expected to pay carbon taxes on
non-exempt farm fuels while no longer
being able to recoup their costs through
beneficial cropping practices, such as low
soil disturbance crop production.”)
• hired trade officers for Invest Alberta
in Mexico, Singapore, the US and EU
• gave $244.5-million to irrigation
districts to improve infrastructure and
increase water storage (see article p 36)

L E G I S L AT I V E A S S E M B LY O F A L B E R TA

Devin Dreeshen

• cut the Agriculture and Forestry
budget by $88-million, or 9 per cent;
laid off 247 ministry staff
• transferred AB Irrigation Technology
Centre and Brooks Greenhouse to
Lethbridge College and three ag. research
programs to University of Lethbridge
• gave $10.5-million to Olds College to
house Agriculture and Forestry’s field
crop development centre
• created Results Driven Agriculture
Research (annual budget: $37-million),
which will “lead to tangible benefits for
farmers, including higher profits”
• amended the Forests Act to cut “red
tape” and allow industry to “create
long-term economic growth and
diversification” while “preserving our
forests for all Albertans to enjoy”
CRITIQUE
• Retired agronomy research scientist
Ross McKenzie on UCP cuts: “It was
a huge, huge surprise, when Alberta
Agriculture has done such a lot of great

“In agriculture the
work never stops,
and neither does
our government.”
work over the last 40–50 years with
research and developing technologies to
help farmers… The cuts are devastating.
More than half the staff at [Lethbridge’s
and Brooks’s research centres] will be
cut.” (Global News, 2020/10/23)
• Farmworker advocate Eric Musekamp,
on UCP safety exemptions for small
farms: “We believe farm workers are
the same as and equal to every other
Canadian, and we’re entitled under the
law to be treated as such.… One of the
very big factors in retaining workers is
treating them equitably, so if you take
away their rights and protections, it
makes them not want to work in that
sector.” (Calgary Herald, 2019/11/20)
• Innisfail farmer Alana Randol, on

Dreeshen: “He won’t take meetings. He
has secretaries answering his emails with
form letters. He doesn’t appear to be in
Innisfail. He doesn’t answer constituents’
meeting requests or phone calls. He
doesn’t seem to have any kind of focus
on the Innisfail and Sylvan Lake area at
all.” (Mountain View Today, 9/3/2020)
IN THE LEGISLATURE
Dach (NDP): “Given [they’ll] struggle to
pay their bills and might well lose their
homes, can you tell these 247 [ministry
staff] you’re firing why they’re paying for
your $4.7-billion corporate tax cut…?”
Dreeshen: “Like so many businesses
across this province, government has
to make sure that they can offer their
services in a very efficient manner.”
(Hansard, 2020/10/27)
MINISTRY CONTACT
#229, 10800 97 Ave, Edm., AB, T5K 2B6
780 427 2137
af.minister@gov.ab.ca #

PUTTING THE “AG” IN “MAGA”: DREESHEN’S 8-MONTH TRUMP TOUR

GETTY

From “Inside the Trump campaign,” by Devin Dreeshen
and Matthew McBain, The Hill-Times, Nov 23, 2016.
This year, left unemployed by Liberal Justin Trudeau’s
victory over our Conservative government, we wanted
to figure out what was happening with Donald Trump,
an outsider surging in the polls. …Despite weeks of
phoning and emailing the Trump office,
we reached New Hampshire in February
without a response and with no idea of how
to get involved. With nothing else to do, we
checked in to our hotel, toured Manchester
for a few hours, and settled into a Buffalo
Wild Wings to watch the Super Bowl.
We spotted a couple of young men in
Trump jackets waiting in line for a table and
approached, hoping they could connect
us with the campaign. They introduced
themselves as Trump’s sons, Donald Jr. and Eric. Both
were extremely friendly, chatted about themselves—who
doesn’t enjoy hunting?—and the campaign, posed for
photos and arranged for their father’s staff to reach
out. We visited the Trump office the next day and after
observing the operations were assigned the plum task
of shadowing Ivanka Trump as she visited volunteers
and attended polling stations. Trump won the New

Hampshire Republican primary, and we returned
home briefly before setting out to South Carolina for a
planned five-day visit that would drag into weeks and
months, taking us to 28 different US states.
…Having visited Detroit many times, we are no
strangers to urban decay. But the state of cities such
as Milwaukee or Houston—a city associated with
oil wealth—was shocking. In Houston,
new homes sat next to collapsing shacks
guarded by gates and wire, doorbells out
of reach; even residents doing well had
cut themselves off from any contact with a
local community. The widespread inequality
and decay in such a rich country was
astonishing, and explained why Trump’s
message of restoring a past American
greatness appealed to so many voters.
We were able to meet Trump on a
number of occasions, as he spent significant time
personally greeting and engaging with his campaign
volunteers. Even later, he spent longer working the
room after each rally than any major candidate we’ve
encountered in Canada or the US. Whatever faults
people may assign him, he appears to have a genuine
interest in and affection for his supporters, and enjoys
reaching out and listening to them.
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mary b e c ki e
The U of A professor and director of community
engagement studies at the School of Public Health

D I A LO G U E

PEOPLE WHO DISAGREE ENGAGE
IN A RESPECTFUL EXCHANGE

SAYS YES
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DIALOGUE SPO
ILLUSTRATIONS

SHOULD
BE MORE
SELF-RE

Should Canada be mo

CHRIS PECORA

THIS PANDEMIC HAS EXPOSED VULNERABILITIES and
inequities in the global food system Canada is so dependent on.
Images from 2020 of empty grocery shelves, farmers forced to
dump milk and cull livestock, and migrant workers crowded
together in production lines at Cargill’s meat processing facility
in High River point to the folly of placing so many of our eggs
in this global food system basket. It’s a system characterized by
just-in-time supply chains, worldwide movement of labour and
products, and concentration of power and profits in the hands
of a few transnational mega corporations.
Not only do we rely heavily on global supply chains for much
of our food, but our farmers also depend on them to sell their
agricultural commodities. Meanwhile, consumer demand for
local food is rapidly growing across the country, and shortened,
local supply chains have proven nimble in responding to the
pandemic’s disruptions. As the climate crisis adds to uncertainty
and vulnerability, it’s clear that strengthening diverse and
localized agri-food systems will be key to increasing our food
self-sufficiency and overall resilience.
Our agri-food industry has undergone huge changes over the
past 75 years, but Canada remains largely export-oriented and
is the fifth-largest exporter in the world. Volatile commodity
markets and rising production costs are, however, lowering net
farm incomes (which decreased by 45.1 per cent in 2018) and
raising farm debt to unprecedented heights ($114.8-billion in
2019). To survive the squeeze, many farmers have adopted an
economies of scale approach by increasing the intensity, scale
and efficiency of production through specialization and the
use of agrochemicals and high-tech equipment. Still, our farm
population is shrinking, farmers are aging (55 on average) and
environmental impacts—greenhouse gas emissions (carbon
dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane), biodiversity loss and overall
ecosystem degradation—continue to worsen.
Many farmers and consumers are responding by turning to
local food. The benefits of relocalizing food include income and
employment, support for small- to medium-scale operations,
more access to high-quality food and reduced food miles and
waste. Alberta’s local food demand is among the highest in the
country, with 2016 spending reaching $1.6-billion at farmers
markets, local-food restaurants and farm retail. We can do
even better. Infrastructure and regulation must be redesigned
to encourage more than the current 12.7 per cent of farms in
Canada and 5.1 per cent of farms in Alberta (the second-lowest
in Canada) to sell directly to customers. The potential for this
sector to expand and evolve is huge.
If this pandemic has taught us anything, it’s that we need to
improve our self-sufficiency, from food to vaccine production.
Supporting local supply-chain development will contribute to
creating a more regenerative, secure and equitable agri-food
system for all Canadians.

OT ILLUSTRATIONS
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CANADA
FOOD
ELIANT?

ore food self-reliant?

h e r b e m e ry
The Vaughan Chair in Economics at the
University of New Brunswick

SAYS NO

CANADA ALREADY HAS HIGHCHRIS
FOOD SELF-RELIANCE.
PECORA — HI@CHRISP
Some 70 per cent of the food we consume in Canada is
produced within Canada, but over 50 per cent of what we
produce is exported. We are self-sufficient in dairy under
supply management and we have more livestock than we can
process and absorb in our domestic market. We are, however,
reliant on imports of many fresh fruits and vegetables.
In the spring of 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic generated
concerns about trade dependence for food supply, and fears
over food supply disruptions created interest in developing what
many believed would a more secure supply, with production
closer to the consumer. But food supplies did not fail, nor were
they interrupted to any important extent nationally. Food selfreliance remains a strategy to address a perceived risk rather
than a realized problem. It’s also not obvious that local food
production is more secure than imports secured through our
large and sophisticated food retailers. Canadians don’t import
food; food retailers who sell to Canadians do.
As with any insurance strategy, we need to ask what we’re
willing to pay for a feeling of more security. I would have no
objection to greater national reliance on domestic supply of
food if our producers were competitive with imports. But the
policies and regulations required to get production in food
sectors more oriented to domestic production over export,
and to displace imports, would likely raise prices to consumers
and reduce quality and variety of fresh foods for what would
amount to little, if any, gain in food security.
Some argue that pushing for food self-reliance through
what amounts to more protection of the local market would
have a higher economic multiplier for the economy than the
unprocessed live animals and crops we export. But this gain
in GDP would come at the expense of consumers, who would
face higher prices for food, which could diminish spending on
other GDP-creating goods and services.
Greater national food self-reliance is an odd goal if we expect
more resilience as food is produced closer to the consumer.
If that’s the case, shouldn’t we promote greater self-reliance
for provinces and territories? New Brunswick, for example,
produces less than 10 per cent of the food its residents consume.
Canadian industries such as meat processing are highly
concentrated, which creates vulnerability to pandemic-related
shutdowns or even transportation blockades. University of
Waterloo researcher Jodi Koberinski says Canada has “allowed
a kind of consolidation and concentration… (so) folks can have
steak three or four times a week as a middle-class person…
That access to cheap meat has come at a price, and that price
is resiliency within your local food system.” Before we push
greater national self-reliance, should we not first recommend
that import-dependent regions pursue greater self-reliance over
importing food from Alberta, Ontario or Quebec?
albertaviews.ca
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MARY B ECKI E R E S PON DS TO H E R B E M E RY
HERB EMERY MAY LOOK BACK ON LAST YEAR’S
of total household expenditures is declining. In 1961
pandemic panic-buying with a sense of calm reassurance
Canadians spent 28 per cent of our personal expenditures
now that the toilet paper and pasta shelves are full again.
on food; in 2019 we spent 14.9 per cent. Perhaps more
Grocery availability did stabilize fairly quickly with
significantly, the price we pay doesn’t include uncounted
changes to restocking policies, but longer-term problems
costs associated with industrially produced and processed
in Canada’s agri-food system persist and should no longer
food, such as impacts on the environment, animal welfare,
be ignored. These systemic issues, from production
public health and labour. Full-cost accounting would
through to consumption, require more holistic and
reveal the true cost of our food.
integrated approaches if we are to achieve a more secure,
Farmland preservation is another fundamental issue in
ecologically sustainable, healthy and equitable food
Canada. Although we have a large landmass, only 7 per
system. Strengthening local/regional supply chains is key.
cent is suitable for agriculture and 70 per cent of this is
Emery argues Canada is already food self-reliant, but
in the Prairie provinces, where no legislated protection
the reality is diversity of food production has declined
exists and prime farmland is being fragmented and lost
as policies favour large-scale, specialized farms that
to urban and industrial development. Land speculation
produce a limited number of commodities for the global
is driving higher prices, making land unaffordable for
marketplace. Yes, we’re a major food exporter, but we’re
people who want to start farming while enticing others
also the sixth-largest food importer in the world. Some
to sell to investment companies and developers. With a
commodities we export, only to see them processed and
shrinking and aging farm population across Canada, 92
sold back to us at higher cost. In 2019 we imported food
per cent of which has no succession plan in place, we are
worth $26.8-billion—$15.7-billion from the US alone. We
headed to a generational crisis in farming.
were self-sufficient in basic fruits and vegetables until the
Yet in 2016 there was a small increase in the number
1950s, but we currently import 80 per cent of these foods,
of young farmers (35 and under), the first increase in
which are fundamental to a healthy
this age group since the 1991 census.
diet. Fostering social and technical
new entrants do not come from
The price we pay doesn’t Many
innovations to support diversified indoor
a farming background, are women, and
and outdoor horticulture could allow us
are oriented towards ecological farming
include the uncounted
to replace a significant amount of these
practices, smaller-scale, diversified
costs associated with
imports.
operations and local/regional marketing.
industrially produced
Yes, we produce more beef than we can
This is an important and hopeful
consume, but approximately 90 per cent
trend, bringing young people into the
and processed food.
of it is processed at two foreign-owned
farming community and contributing
companies—Cargill and JBS—based in
to regenerative farming and diversifying
Alberta and Ontario. Excessive ownership concentration
regional food systems. These young farmers need access
and centralization of meat-processing in Canada
to land, supportive financing and relevant education
leaves huge gaps in small- to medium-scale processing,
and training. Farmer-to-farmer networks, such as Young
which creates a barrier for livestock producers with
Agrarians in western Canada, are filling the gap left by
smaller volumes and who want to sell to local and
mainstream agricultural institutions, which tend to focus
regional markets. Decentralizing and building domestic
on conventional and large-scale agriculture. More public
processing capacity in this and other food sectors is
support and changes to policies and regulations are
critical. Canada also has a highly concentrated food retail
needed to grow this new generation of farmers.
market. Five companies have captured more than 60 per
For too long Canada has taken agriculture, the
cent of sales, which soared during the pandemic. Loblaws,
environment and farmers for granted. In the quest to
Sobeys and Metro are Canadian-owned giants, whereas
be part of the global marketplace, policymakers have
Costco and Walmart are US-owned multinationals.
undervalued these crucial assets and disassembled
Emery warns that relying more on local food will raise
regional food systems. Reinvesting in localized supply
food costs. But studies show that food produced and
chains through collaboration across all sectors will
processed locally generates a net benefit by putting money
generate social, environmental and economic benefits
back into the hands of local producers, businesses and
that will strengthen our food self-reliance and our
communities while creating a more diverse food culture
resilience in the face of future shocks. COVID-19 was a
and agricultural landscape. While the dollar amount
wake-up call; we now have an opportunity to rethink the
Canadians spend on food is increasing, food’s percentage
way we produce, process and distribute food.
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H E R B E M E RY R E S PON DS TO MARY B ECKI E
PROFESSOR BECKIE ARGUES THAT THE pandemic
processing industry in places such as Alberta, Manitoba
has exposed vulnerabilities and inequities stemming from
and Quebec, and expanding it in New Brunswick.
our reliance on the global food system. She recalls the
It’s not clear that local food production reduces
fears that arose early in the pandemic over empty grocery
corporate power and profits. Most food retailing in
shelves, and observes that Canadian farmers dumped
Canada is done by regionally dominant corporations
milk and culled livestock. Beckie reminds us of the issues
which, from time to time, expand into other corporations’
with migrant workers crowded in production lines at
turf (as Sobey’s and Superstore have done). Costco and
Alberta meat-processing plants. She sees these problems
Walmart brought price competition with their powers of
as endemic to global food systems characterized by “justprocurement and supply-chain management. Local food
in-time supply chains, worldwide movement of labour
producers currently market through these retail giants.
and products, and concentration of power and profits
Even if you enable more direct food purchases from
in the hands of a few transnational mega corporations.”
farmers and producers, it’s not clear how much market
Even if all of this were true, greater national food selfshare this would take from corporate retailers. Food
sufficiency would do little to address these problems.
safety is important, and as you scale-up food production
If the pandemic exposed vulnerabilities in Canada’s
from farmers markets to bigger direct-retail sales,
food system, then these are as much a product of our
producers become subject to regulations that raise costs,
existing national food system and demonstrate that greater
which they then pass on to consumers. The costs of
national self-sufficiency won’t address the perceived
food-safety regulations favour producing at larger scale.
problems of relying on the global system. The waste
Professor Beckie identifies these sorts of cost pressures
of milk that Professor Beckie notes and the challenges
as driving producers to increase scale and specialize in
of finding labour for meat processing in Alberta both
exportable products over local garden production.
occurred in nationally food sufficient industries. Food
Canadians’ concerns about the availability of food
self-sufficiency in dairy is created regionduring the pandemic have been less
ally through supply management, and
about the businesses they buy from and
Policies to support
created nationally with meat through
more about price inflation. To secure
industrially concentrated processing.
public support, any moves toward local
national food selfWith beef we produce far more cattle than
production and greater national
sufficiency would likely food
we can process for the domestic market,
food self-sufficiency will need to be
prove highly inequitable sensitive to the impact on household
so the industry generates exportable
surpluses. And these—along with energy
food costs.
to consumers.
and manufacturing exports—pay for
My biggest problem with a turn to
our imports of foods we can’t produce as
national food self-sufficiency is that the
cheaply as other places can, at least not year-round.
policies and approaches needed to support producers
If we want to shorten supply chains so that Canadians
would likely prove highly inequitable to consumers. Our
consume more locally produced food, we’d need policies
best example in Canada is dairy supply management,
to reduce national supply chains for products such as
where quota systems support a nationally self-sufficient
processed meats. We’d push for greater provincial food
supply of milk. They also generate considerable wealth
self-reliance, as New Brunswick is doing as a result of
for quota holders and high milk prices for consumers.
the pandemic. Its goals are to restore meat-processing
Negative health consequences then arise from the
capacity that competitive pressures, including a lack of
substitution of sugary beverages for milk, with the
labour supply, drove to Quebec and Alberta, and to grow
problem worse in lower income households with children.
more of its own fruit and vegetables in greenhouses.
Many agricultural economists see quota-system-inflated
With greater food self-sufficiency in Canada, storing
dairy prices as a milk tax, and argue it’s a regressive tax,
fresh food would be a technological challenge (since we
meaning the burden is heavier at lower-income levels.
can’t grow many foods year-round). We’d be moving away
There are many reasons to support local food
from imported fresh produce and relying more on frozen
production. But greater national food self-sufficiency
and preserved fruits and vegetables—as we did before
is unlikely to support the re-emergence of local family
global trade provided fresh(er) produce at lower prices.
farms and reduce the power of “Big Food.” Instead,
In other words, greater food self-sufficiency would mean
our current regional and national models suggest we’d
reducing the availability and affordability of fresh produce
unlikely change much other than the quality of food over
in winter. It would also mean shrinking the meatthe winter and food prices over the year. #
albertaviews.ca
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EMPTY
CALORIES
The public costs
of Alberta junk food
By EVAN OSENTON
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EN MINUTES EAST OF TABER, as the semitrailer flies, is Lamb Weston Canada ULC, owned
by the $23-billion ConAgra Foods of Chicago, USA,
which turns Alberta-grown potatoes into fries,
including waffle, curly, straight, wedge, crinkle and dipper-cut
varieties, but “does not”—per a former employee’s indeed.com
review—“follow Alberta Labor act very well.” In Taber, Lantic
Inc. converts 150,000 tonnes of beets into granulated, liquid and
icing sugar annually, though “it feels like you are managed by a
chicken with its head cut off.” Across the road, PepsiCo makes
Lay’s, Miss Vickie’s and Ruffles (“Hard part is standing on
concrete for 8 hours.”). Just before Coaldale is McCain Foods,
owned by the world’s largest French-fry company (2019 sales:
$9.5-billion), which processes 33,000 pounds of potatoes hourly
even as “morale in the plant is very low.” In Lethbridge, PepsiCo
(again) turns a corn slurry into all of western Canada’s Doritos
and Cheetos (“equipment breaks frequently and they still expect
you to meet the shift’s produced-case numbers regardless”).
Just north of here, on the equivalent of seven football fields,
is the latest addition to Alberta’s junk food corridor, Cavendish
Farms. The City of Lethbridge sold the land in 2016 for
$7.79-million to the Irving family, billionaires who’ve turned
New Brunswick into a “company province”; the city then spent
$41.5-million to service the Irvings’ new French-fry factory (for,
among other things, “irrigation adjustments”). Alberta’s NDP
government and the federal Liberals—whose finance minister
at the time was married to an heir to the multibillion-dollar
McCain fortune—kicked in another $22-million. Jason Kenney’s
UCP later teamed up with Trudeau to give $652-million for
new irrigation in Alberta, enabling local farmers to grow more
potatoes, sugar beets and corn, and local junk-food factories to
flush away more effluent. The fed’s $407.5-million is a loan at
1 per cent over 35 years; Alberta’s $244.5-million is a gift from
Kenney, who opposes politicians “picking
winners and losers, because the taxpayer
almost always loses,” and who long ago
“worked with Ralph Klein to implement
‘No More Boondoggles’ legislation, which
ended corporate welfare in Alberta.”
The Irvings announced the plant’s 238 jobs
in 2017, halfway into what Kenney recalls as
the “job-killing” Rachel Notley era. A beaming
Notley and Robert K. Irving posed with shovels at
that year’s ground-breaking; a beaming Kenney, at the
2019 ribbon-cutting, called the factory “a vote of confidence
in Alberta.” The UCP leader, a career politician whose
current taxpayer-funded salary is $186,180, deemed it “great
news” for people “who will earn a living” at Cavendish, a
company that in 2017 paid “case openers” and “flume persons”
$12.20/hr. and $14.45/hr. to start, respectively, at its existing
Lethbridge plant, with a 60-cent top-up for the graveyard shift.
Cavendish Farms opened to some fanfare. Lethbridge outbid
several US sites for this “thrilling” factory, said Lethbridge
mayor Chris Spearman, which is “what happens when industry
and municipalities work together.” The Irvings, who have
extracted huge property-tax concessions on their liquid natural

gas refinery from the City of Saint John, New Brunswick, and
who in 2018 abruptly closed their potato-packaging facility in
O’Leary, PEI, laying off all its workers, called it “a great day” for
Lethbridge. “There were many reasons we were able to expand
in Alberta,” Robert K. Irving said. The Cavendish president,
whose $14-million Florida mansion is near Bill Gates’s and
features stables and an equestrian ring, included among these
“the can-do attitude of our Lethbridge employees.”
NINE MONTHS AFTER FAST-FOOD JOINTS began serving
new Cavendish Farms CrispToGo™ ⅜" straight cut fries—which
“always arrive extra-crispy and delicious, so customers order
again and again”—Kenney declared he’d cut corporate taxes to
entice companies such as the Irvings’ to open in Alberta, where
the honourable minister of economic development at the time,
Tanya Fir, noted, “investment fled… thanks to the socialist
dumpster fire that engulfed our economy for four years.”
The UCP leader—who once tweeted to a supporter “Keep
up the great work for free-market farming!”—aims to smother
the flames of socialism with hundreds of millions of dollars
in public subsidies, including, in 2020, $27.8-million for an
“agri-food hub” (the City of Lethbridge kicked in a further
$25-million). In 2016–17, farmers received $6.1-billion in direct
subsidies from governments in Canada (e.g., crop insurance,
income support) and hundreds of millions more in publicly
funded research, altogether comprising a quarter of Canada’s
agricultural GDP. Contrast this, advises UCP Finance Minister
Travis Toews, to “public sector activities”—teaching, nursing—
“which are paid by withdrawing money from the economy.”
Junk-food companies receive generosity from more than just
the public. Lantic, for instance, informed Taber-area sugar beet
farmers in 2015 that it would replace local beets with raw South
American sugarcane if they didn’t sign a new deal with the
company, Canada’s only producer of sugar from beets. Farmers
soon agreed to terms with Lantic, whose CEO within two years
saw his annual pay double to $1,063,892.
All of this largesse is in aid of Alberta’s plan to “aggressively”
increase agri-food exports to $16.6-billion by 2023, a
43 per cent increase from 2018, which scheme to truck tens of
millions of hashbrown patties and cheesy tater tots to the US is
less often called a boon to ConAgra’s or McCain’s shareholders
than it is dubbed “a tremendous source of good jobs,” “feeding
the world,” or, paradoxically, “strengthening local food security.”
THE IRVINGS AS OF 2012 WERE “THE TOP FRENCH-fry
supplier for Wendy’s,” a junk-food chain that gives its customers
a Square Deal™ by posting nutritional info online. A large fries
at Wendy’s has 480 calories, a quarter of an average adult’s daily
needs, plus 23 grams of fat and 370 milligrams of sodium. A
Wendy’s bacon poutine has a third again more calories, 70 per
cent more fat (most of it saturated) and four times the sodium.
Deep-fried potato sticks—as well as Doritos, Ruffles, icing
sugar and the seasoned criss-cut battered waffle fries cooked
up at Lamb Weston Canada ULC—are not high on the Canada
Food Guide list, which cautions citizens to avoid “most deepfried foods, like French fries” and advises “choose foods

that have little to no added sodium, sugars or saturated fat.”
“Processed or prepared foods… are linked to chronic disease
risk when consumed in excess,” said a Health Canada director
upon releasing the new Guide in 2019, though the lobby
group Food and Consumer Products of Canada called the
recommendations “not fair or practical.”
Kenney funded a 248-page Alberta Nutrition Report Card
in 2020 that ranked dietary risks “second only to tobacco
as contributors to premature mortality”; he also funded in
2020 the twinning of a 46-km stretch of Crowsnest Highway
leading to Lamb Weston Canada ULC at a cost to taxpayers of
$150-million. If the premier is conflicted, he’s not alone. Lac
Ste. Anne-Parkland UCP MLA Shane Getson in 2020 lamented
that workers lack drive “because they make more on CERB
eating Cheezies and watching cartoons, I guess,” while PC vicepresident Jordan Lien in 2015 took to Facebook to ridicule
Notley’s health minister, who he said might want to ban “all
sodas, candy, processed sugar products… and fast foods.”

The $244.5-million is a gift
from Kenney, who “doesn’t
pick winners and losers.”
Early in the 2020 pandemic, Health Minister Tyler Shandro
declared that Alberta, to protect citizens’ health, would
distribute 20 million masks through fast-food drive-thrus.
Among the outlets chosen were McDonalds, whose Canadian
CEO calls criticism of his company’s preference for low-wage
temporary foreign workers “bullshit,” and Tim Hortons, a
company that Maclean’s once dubbed “The Canadian icon
Canadians won’t work for” and whose franchisees include
UCP MLAs Roger Reid (Livingstone-Macleod) and Tracy
Allard (Grande Prairie). Alberta, noted Shandro, was the only
province to distribute protective gear this way, a method that
reportedly saw workers “literally tossing as many masks as
possible to customers to get rid of them ASAP.”
Kenney says Alberta spends too much on public healthcare,
instead prescribing “efficiencies” and “choice in competition [to]
get better results at lower costs.” A 2019 National Post report
offered another diagnosis: “In Canada, where more than one in
four people live with obesity, related healthcare costs are as high
as $7-billion and are projected to increase to nearly $9-billion
by 2021.” Jessica Lieffers, postdoctoral fellow at the University of
Alberta, an institution whose funding Kenney cut by 26 per cent
in his first 18 months in office, pegged the direct and indirect
healthcare costs of junk food in Canada at $13.8-billion. The
UCP plan to distribute health equipment to drivers idling in
fast-food lineups was officially in aid of “saving money.” “We’re
looking forward to welcoming lots of Albertans at our drivethrus in the coming days,” said the CEO of A&W. #
Evan Osenton is the editor of Alberta Views.
albertaviews.ca
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Inside the War Room
Pushing back against Bigfoot.

T

ODAY’S AGENDA IS NOT LONG BUT IT IS
meaty, so I suggest we dispense with formalities such
as the Prayer of Thanks for Alberta Oil and move
directly to our action items and new business.
Under new business, could we review the current status of
our monitoring of individuals and associations hostile to this
War Room and Alberta’s oil industry; also the American oil
industry? Are we up to date there?
Jake, please. How often do I have to inform you that S-P-Y
is a word never to be used in this room—unless someone
were to S-P-Y on us. Simply tell me what our monitoring has
produced. Has there been any sign, for example, of a state
enemy crossing the Horgan–Kenney line? Good. Any other
incursions by known enemies
of the oil industry in our state…
“Except for
our province, rather? And bear
being governed
in mind we do not, in order to
show our tolerance, admit to
by three cabinet
monitoring independent writers
ministers of
or newspapers from this province.
the provincial
Crying out loud, Jake, The Tyee
government, this isn’t from Alberta! So it doesn’t
count. Yes, we did harass the
here War Room
Medicine Hat News somewhat. I
is just like any
admit. Just a little shakeup. Let ’em
know we’re here type of thing.
other private
But what about socialist
corporation.”
billionaires from the US whose
names end with Soros? Any floods
of money from there into, say, the mountain coal-mining
brouhaha? Jake, I’ve told you before, we are an Energy Centre,
not solely an oil centre, and coal is a form of energy. So, yes, we
should be concerned if there are floods of foreign money into the
resistance against the Crowsnest Pass mountain coal-removal
projects. What’s that, administrative assistant? The money is
not coming from the US? You’re telling me all that resistance
is coming from within the province? All those complaints on
Twitter and Facebook? Roadside demonstrations. And from
Alberta itself? My, my. No wonder a little birdy told me the
premier is upset. Especially since quite a bit of this kickback is
coming from groups like ranchers who have supported us in
the past. And let the record read that when I say “us,” I mean
our corporation and not the Government of Alberta.
No, Jake, the precise nature of the relationship between us
and the Alberta government is worth noting in the minutes. We
should do it more often, not less. We need to remind both the
Alberta public and the Canadian public that we are a provincial
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corporation. Like ATB and AIMCo. That’s how come we can
do what we do in secret without being subject to Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy requests. (That’s FOIP,
Jake; you have heard of it.) Except for being governed by three
cabinet ministers of the provincial government, we’re just like
any other private corporation, and this here War Room is proof.
As a corporation, we could potentially bring suit against other
persons, organizations or corporations. Which is the subject of
our next agenda item, is it not?
Bigfoot. Have all of you, as requested, watched Bigfoot
Family on Netflix? Well, Jake, I’m glad you watched it, but its
being “durn funny” is not why it’s an agenda item today. We’ve
publicly stated that our Energy Centre is deeply offended by
this cartoon. We are taking action because said film depicts a
made-up Alaskan oil company blowing up and destroying a
pretty valley full of cute cartoon animals. This it does to get at
oil. We’ve made a public statement that oil companies do not
blow up land to get at oil. No, Jake, fracking is fracking. It is
not explosives. OK, yes, it does cause underground rock layers
to fracture, hence the name, but that is done with extended
periods of extreme pressure, not explosives. If our industry
did blow up valleys, we certainly would not use glowing red
bombs. It’s clearly a smear campaign and an attempt to foment
hatred against the oil industry in the impressionable minds of
children—and grown-ups who watch cartoons, which could be
as high as two-thirds of the viewing population, according to a
recent poll.
Yes, Minister, I am aware—and I too am disturbed—that our
actions against the makers of this film have caused it to jump
into the top 10 most watched streaming movies for several
weeks now. That is indeed not what we are going for with our
campaign. Please note in the minutes that the minister has
suggested we “shut up about Bigfoot Family” and move on to
things we can not so easily be made fun of about. Duly noted.
My thanks to the minister.
Okay, let us hear now from the creative producer of our latest
campaign “Skyscrapers or Mountains? It’s Time to Choose.”
The producer of the show would like us to view the part of
the campaign that’s now complete: a short video to placate the
wealthy and influential fly-fishing community. The main title is
“There’s Never Been a Better Reason to Catch and Release.” The
subtitle is “The Case for Selenium.”
Jake, could you lower the lights, please? No, we are not having
popcorn today. #
Fred Stenson’s most recent novel is Who By Fire (Doubleday).
Other books include The Trade, Lightning and The Great Karoo.
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Uncertain Harvest:
The Future of Food
on a Warming Planet

by Ian Mosby, Sarah Rotz and Evan D.G. Fraser
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B

y 2050 somehow we’ll need to feed 10 billion humans
while also having reduced the vast harms of food
production, not least its water pollution, deforestation
and contributions to climate change. It’s a daunting prospect—
or, if you like, a worthy challenge. Uncertain Harvest critiques
various ways we might get there, from “precision” industrial
agriculture done by self-driving, data-harvesting tractors,
to one- to two-acre organic farming, to lab-grown meat,
photosynthesis-hacked rice and powdered crickets.
In lively writing, academics Ian Mosby (Ryerson), Sarah Rotz
(York) and Evan D.G. Fraser (Guelph) explore food production
across the world but use many Canadian examples. They lay out
the global situation and near-term environmental projections,
then set context in a short “history of the future of food.” This
includes Thomas Malthus’s “unrelentingly grim” 1798 Essay on
the Principle of Population; Haber, Bosch and Borlaug’s Green
Revolution; utopian visions of a humanity fed by yeast and algae;
Rachel Carson’s sobering Silent Spring.
Contemporary issues are framed by foods that lend each
chapter its title. “Caribou” shows northern Indigenous people
in Canada grappling with the loss of their traditional diets even
as southerners “promote the warming Arctic as an agricultural
and energy frontier.” The chapter “Millet” asks what role
technology will play in parts of the world where subsistence
farming dominates. In “Tuna” we learn how relentless
deregulation by corporate-friendly governments makes food

production less transparent and food
contamination more common (e.g., one
in five Canadian sausages contain a meat
not listed among the ingredients).
“Kale” explores the sustainability of
farming in Canada, where startup costs,
debt, acreage and farmers’ ages creep ever
upward, while consolidation, chemicaluse and dependence on foreign workers
expand. The authors’ analysis of small
organic farming shows lower profits but
better margins, less debt and more appeal
to young farmers. If billions of dollars
in public subsidies to industrial farming
were ended and externalities better priced
in, they argue, food would cost more but
the drift to “corporate, concentrated and
exploitative” farming would reverse.
(Higher prices would also cut Canadians’
shocking rate of food waste.)
“Crickets” covers alternatives to CO2-intensive beef and to fish
(whose wild stocks are collapsing), including bug-protein, testtube meat and plant-based burgers. The authors largely dismiss
these; too expensive, too weird, beans already exist, we’ll learn
to eat less meat. But the scarcely believable claims being made
about these products’ minuscule water, CO2 and land footprints
warranted a more critical and thorough analysis.
Other questions aren’t addressed. What does science say
about the nutritional worth of organic vs. conventional vs.
GMOs? How does “lab meat” compare nutritionally to lentils
or grass-finished beef? The aim of food production can’t only be
to maximize calories or shrink land use; a book on the future of
food should be as curious about the quality of what we eat.
Uncertain Harvest sees much modern technology (especially
GMOs) as overrated or irrelevant to humanity’s urgent needs.
The authors argue strongly for a renewed role for government—
tougher carbon pricing, strict food safety regulations and changes
to intellectual property laws that now enrich corporations and
help keep farmers deep in debt. But in late chapters “Milk”
and “Rice” they’re bullish on the use of robots in dairy farming
and on the potential widespread adoption both of gene-edited
rice—which uses far less water and fertilizer—and Sierra Mixe
corn, native to Mexico, which fixes its own nitrogen from the
air, no chemicals or gene-splicing required. An existential crisis
requires critical faculties and an open mind.
—Evan Osenton is the editor of Alberta Views.
albertaviews.ca
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icture a beekeeper. What image forms in your head?
What gender? What cultural background? What
uniform? What tools? What demeanour?
With Revery: A Year of Bees, poet, professor, organic farmer
and apiarist Jenna Butler sets out to broaden our idea of who
beekeepers are, what they do and how they approach caring for
hives. Following the shape of a year at her and her partner’s offgrid farm near Barrhead, Revery recounts Butler’s “five-year
partnership” with bees both imported and wild, a partnership
she describes as “beneficial to both sides”: the bees having
access to organic crops, pollinator plants and boreal forest,
and the farmers benefiting from the bees’ pollination as well
as honey and wax and “a deep sense of hope and well-being.”
Alberta is honey country: not only the largest producer in
Canada, but one of the largest in the world. The province’s
honey industry sprang up alongside canola, yielding a sweet,
light, highly coveted product. But as Butler explains, industrial
honey production is hardly immune from the risks associated
with monoculture, pesticide use or invasive species, and there
are many commercial beekeepers wisely seeking to diversify
and detoxify honey production in order to reduce harm in the
bee yard and perhaps slow the decline of the species.
Revery cuts a wide swath, covering industry and its harms,
climate change and solastalgia, predators and disease, the
workings of the hive, honey’s “colonial past,” the changing
community of beekeepers, beneficial organic practices and
the ways the bees have contributed to the author’s recovery
from past abuse. “Working with the bees has given me back
my sense of agency,” she writes. Teachers and therapists of the
tough-love variety, bees will protect themselves and each other
vigorously against any perceived threat, including beekeepers
who approach the hive with a troubled mind. “I still have
days when the bees’ behaviour tells me I’m not as calm as I
thought I was,” Butler says. “If something’s bothering me and
it’s buried, a couple of stings will let me know I need to tend
to my inner life.”
This manner of close listening and observance, to the needs
and preferences of bee species, to their behaviours and gifts,
shows us a whole mode of living. And though one person
making a good home for vital pollinators is not enough to
undo catastrophic damage to bee populations, Revery insists
that there’s still importance, benefit and meaning in forging a
good relationship, right now. As Butler writes, the keeping of
bees is “at its roots, an act of hope.” And so reads the book’s
dedication: “to hope.”
—Laurie D. Graham is the author of Settler Education (M&S).
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he Shuswap country in British Columbia is a unique
place. Among the houseboats, costly beachfront condos,
fruit stands and highway attractions are old, humiditywarped country homes tucked in off secondary highways,
thick with orchards and retirees. That juxtaposition winds its
way through Kevin Holowack’s debut novel, Light on a Part of
the Field, in ways strange and illuminating—fitting for a novel
both haunting and melancholy, loving and transcendent.
The novel opens in the late ’70s, at an old farmhouse near
Salmon Arm. Ruth and her daughters, Ami and Gayle, live a
quiet life, one marked by loss. Ruth spends her time painting,
while elder daughter Gayle itches for something beyond the
pastoral. An opportunity to escape comes in the presence
of a young drifter who draws Gayle away to Edmonton. The
couple are soon faced with the realities of eking out a living on
minimum wage, with the charms of the city quickly wearing off
as they experience their first winter in a chilly basement suite.
Meanwhile, at home, Ruth rummages through the belongings
of her missing husband, Al, whose disappearance has marked
the family with unresolved grief. In chapters looking back
at Ruth and Al’s marriage, we see Al, an eccentric poet and
professor (considered “a kook” by those less charitable) become
increasingly more unstable as the years tick by. Ruth believes
Al’s breakdown resulted from a freak event where the couple
are struck by lightning, followed by a serious car crash. As
Holowack writes, “The scars slowly seal and become part of him,
but the burn always looks to her like an intruder.” It is as if he has
returned from the land of the dead, leaving something indelible
of himself behind, or perhaps bringing something back.
“Struck by lightning”: sounds like a deus ex machina, but in the
context of the novel’s themes (creative sparks and inspiration) it
is representative of the ways trauma can manifest in the body and
mind—sometimes as an accumulation of events and sometimes
from something catastrophic. Similar events can affect people in
wildly divergent ways. Trauma, we know, manifests through the
generations, wending its way through our experiences, our genes
and our tissues. Holowack has an empathetic understanding of
this, and though the novel is full of earthy, magical details, it
remains rooted in the realities of Ruth and Gayle’s trials.
Holowack has crafted an excellent novel, precise in language
but wide in scope, blending narrative with absorbing, essayistic
passages on the nature of prose, philosophy and spirituality. A
bolt of lightning might hit us at any time. The real mystery is
what keeps us going, despite the fear of what might be lurking
hidden and unknown in the clouds.
—Bryn Evans is a writer and social worker in Calgary.

Murmuration

A

Seeing Martin

by A.B. Dillon

by Su Croll

THISTLEDOWN PRESS
2020/$20.00/96 PP.

PEDLAR PRESS
2020/$20.00/288 PP

t this particular historical moment, when the rhythms
and rituals of grief and belonging are upended by
the reality of a global pandemic, A.B. Dillon’s latest
book of poems offers insight into the private ecologies of grief
and meaning-making. Murmuration is not a response to the
pandemic as such, but Dillon’s poetic invitation into the hard
stones of loss and the soft loam of healing provides the familiar,
kinetic balm of pebbles dropped into a pond. These are poems
that concern the “threshold world of in-between moments,”
thin places and stretched times.
Murmuration is not so much God-haunted as ecologized.
The physical objects of faith blend into material surroundings,
absorbed by soil and wall and roof. A “holy water font at the front
door” and “crucifixes hung over thresholds” become “so familiar
as to go unnoticed.” Dillon’s work is a mapping of genealogy, of
planting memory and communing with ancestors. “[We] speak
in the garden,” she writes, “you from invisible otherwheres,/ me
digging in the soil.” How do we remember those who have gone
before, while accepting the material conditions of now? How do
we accept and integrate the “sodden/ solitary” times?
The figure of the crow girds the collection, opening,
intersecting and closing the book in language both mutable
and permanent as river rock. The crow is chorus, a swooping
benediction, “asinging dolorosa hymnims,” willing to “carry
the sorrows away” if only the humans will let their “feelings fly
upwards.” Dillon’s textual dexterity is admirable, and the crow,
in its various evocations, speaks at times in the mellifluous
compound nouns and couplings—“dappledown greens” and
“bendish blues”—of Gerard Manley Hopkins.
The poems concerning the flooding of the Bow River are
among the most moving. In “The Flood” and “Not Quite
Returning,” the speaker writes of displacement and estrangement
and leaving a home during difficult times: “a white X was used
during the plague/ but I made mine out of green painter’s tape/
marked my front door and became an evacuee.” Ecological grief
is here too, and anger. The search for solidity in contingency is
surely something many can relate to right now.
“At the planting is hope,” Dillon reminds us, and there is
goodness in hope. And yet “nothing stays/ which is as it should
be/ foreverandever, ahhmymen.” Like the collection’s crow
chorus, picking “shiny tidbitties of glass” and “prettypretty china
bits,” Dillon is concerned with how we create meaning after
loss and out of fragmentation. Amidst turmoil, Murmuration
affirms that poetry is about remembering well, accepting what
is and moving into uncertain futures with tenacious hope.
—Benjamin Hertwig is the author of Slow War (MQUP).

S

u Croll is the author of three books of poetry. Seeing
Martin is her first novel, but her elegiac, nuanced,
beautifully descriptive writing could easily be her fourth
book of poetry. Seeing Martin is seen partly through the eyes
of Mira, an art student, who after the recent death of her father
begins a tumultuous relationship with Martin as both lover
and obsessive subject for her art. Conversely, we see Martin
through the fanatical eyes of his older sister, Marie Claire
Zorn, a celebrated photographer (think Diane Arbus). The
sister’s narrative is revealed through her notebooks, which
document Martin’s photographic images from his childhood
to troubled adulthood accompanied by critical reviews of
Marie Claire’s shows written by various arts journalists. This
stylistic technique gives the novel another layer, a depth that
feels part fiction, part documentation. I was initially confused
when I read the first notebook and accompanying critical
review because the narrator remains a mystery until further
along when we see that she is in fact Martin’s sister. That’s when
the unorthodox narrative comes together and shimmers.
Marie Claire’s instinctive portrayals of Martin and other male
subjects are succinct, enigmatic and, as the novel plays out,
devastating. This power emerges over time. Seeing Martin is
a complex and immersive novel about art and relationship—
Martin as viewed through the female lens, the mania of his
photographer sister, Martin fractured and parcelled out (like
meat in a Francis Bacon painting, Mira imagines), coupled
with the sexually charged relationship Martin shares with Mira.
We peer into his history and character—Martin seeking solace
from his sister’s obsession with him, her fame, his infamy, his
wealthy family, his failed career attempts. Prior to Mira, Martin
flounders in transitory relationships, destructively pursuing bar
fights, which his sister documents afterward—his stitched face,
bruised eyes and other wounds.
Through Mira we really begin to see Martin, and through
Martin, Mira begins to see herself. Mira’s own fractured story
is of a deceased father and an estranged mother who left her
in her abusive father’s care when she was 12. This abuse Mira
can’t or won’t see until she realizes after her father’s deathbed
apologies that she can’t forgive him if she can’t acknowledge
the abuse that likewise forced her mother out. Mira pours her
anguish into her art—and into Martin. Meanwhile, as the story
of Marie Claire unfolds, we realize the subtle connections in her
seemingly random notebook entries about her precarious male
subjects. Seen as a whole, in Seeing Martin, Su Croll paints what
feels like a master work of art.
—Lee Kvern is the author of three books of fiction.
albertaviews.ca
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Finding Refuge in
Canada:

Narratives of Dislocation
Edited by George Melynk
and Christina Parker
ATHABASCA UNIVERSITY PRESS
2021/$27.99/196 PP.

O

ur flight from Africa landed at the Edmonton airport
in the midst of a February snowstorm. Tarmac
lighting illuminated horizontal gusts of snow that
vanished into the cold night. My parents, outspoken activists
originating from communist Poland, had finally escaped
political oppression. The year was 1970, and since then I have
become a proud Canadian with few remnants of an accent. Yet
the sense of being a newcomer lingers.
Despite my affinity with the topic, I picked up Finding
Refuge in Canada with apprehension. Books on this subject
frequently fall into two categories: dreary policy discourses
or amateur biographies. Remarkably, this anthology of firstperson accounts by 17 contributors—including the co-editors
George Melnyk and Christina Parker—is not only readable but
at times a page turner.
The introduction offers an eye-opening capsule of Canada’s
refugee policies. For instance, how many of us know that newly
arrived asylum seekers have only two weeks to file a claim? What
do we make of objectivity when federal court judges’ approval
of claims varies from 1.5 per cent by some to 78 per cent by
others? But, as I begin to question Canada’s reputation as a just
and welcoming country, the authors tell of the outpouring of
private sponsorships during the Syrian refugee crisis.
What follows in Finding Refuge in Canada are lived stories
by refugees and those who work with them. Among the
unforgettable stories here is a harrowing tale by Kenyan social
worker Flora Terah, who visited refugee camps and spoke to
women and their daughters, including a pregnant 10-year-old
who described being raped. Such experiences spurred Terah
to run for office, until an assault by her opponents left her too
battered to campaign. The murder of her only child dealt the
final blow and forced to her to emigrate.
Once safely in Canada, Terah encountered acts of kindness
but little genuine empathy. “We need to understand that the
suitcases newcomers come with are not just physical ones,” she
says. Grief, camouflaged by a “cosmetic smile,” wore her down
and led to hospitalization. Despite continuing battles with
PTSD, her accomplishments are extraordinary: She volunteers,
and serves as a public speaker and ambassador for ShelterBox
Canada. Now Terah plans to again run for office, only this time
in Canada as a proud citizen.
As newcomers such as Terah struggle to adjust, many
Canadians are reaching out. Katharine Lake Berz and Julia
Holland are among them. It took just a week for the two to
assemble a group of sponsors, but it was only after a series of
protests, meetings and setbacks—including a fully furnished
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apartment that lay empty for months—that their family of
Kurdish refugees from Syria finally landed in Toronto.
The first translated words that Elham, the young mother of
three, said after a gruelling flight was, “Elham would like to
go to school.” That proved to be a challenge; the family were
illiterate and innumerate, without any education, savings or
English skills. Yet, they had huge smiles and determination to
succeed. In some ways their adjustment proved easier than for
the more educated refugees whose professional skills are not
recognized. This family was willing to try anything and found
jobs well before their sponsorship year ended.
Such stirring personal stories read like conversations with
new friends. At the same time, the kaleidoscope of perspectives
from refugees, volunteers and advocates draws a nearly
complete picture. The blend of policy with intimacy makes this
book well suited for high school or university curriculums.
After all, the new generation of Canadians is well placed to
take leadership roles amidst a growing global refugee crisis. As
this book shows, they have tall shoulders to stand upon.
—Agnieszka Matejko is a writer and artist in Edmonton.

BRIEFLY NOTED
New Alberta books

ʔ bédayine (by Kaitlynn Purcell, Metatron
Press, 2019). Kaitlynn Purcell’s poems and
stories “inspired by her experiences as a
troubled adolescent in Edmonton” leap off
the page in this short, intense book. Purcell,
“a proud member of Smith’s Landing First
Nation” (and current Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Calgary), depicts the journey
of a young Indigenous woman from Fort Smith, NWT, where
“instead of living off the land they were living in a town with
no running water and no paint on their houses,” to Edmonton,
where the comfortable people “in their million-dollar homes…
look away at night… look away when a guy dressed in all black
walks toward the bridge.” Stories of addiction are here, and also
friendship, love and self-discovery; a notable, evocative debut.
Bogart Creek, Volume 2 (by Derek
Evernden, Renegade Arts Entertainment,
2020). That some of the funniest, most
imaginative and sharp, darkly incisive
cartoons in the world are coming out of
the village of Milo (pop. 91), southeast
of Calgary, is probably neither here nor
there. It’s just a fact. That’s where Derek Evernden lives. Fans
of The Far Side, the widely syndicated one-panel cartoon, will
appreciate Evernden’s Bogart Creek; it’s a debt he acknowledges,
writing “To Gary Larson, respect, thanks and apologies” in
a brief prologue to the first volume. But be warned: These
cartoons are smart, whimsical riffs on pop culture, science and
psychology, with a lot of dark humour. Volume 2 is as hilarious
as the first: a book for the funny bone if not the faint of heart. #

C O N ST IT U E N CY CLOS E U P

Camrose
Political dissent grows in Alberta’s rural divides.

(Top) Downtown Camrose; (bottom) grain cars and elevators in the village of Forestburg.
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Population: 44,075
(average Alberta riding: 46,803)
Constituency first contested: 1909
(dissolved in 1993, recreated for 2019)
MLA: Jackie Lovely (UCP, 2019–)
Top four industries for employment:
healthcare and social assistance;
agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting;
retail trade; construction
Median household income: $77,966
(Alberta: $93,931)
Visible minority population: 4.8%
(Alberta: 23.5%)
Percentage of occupied private
dwellings built prior to 1981: 54.7%
(Alberta: 40.4%)
Population with a post-secondary
certificate, diploma or degree: 56.3%
(Alberta: 63.9%)
Parties that have won elections in
the constituency, in order since 1909:
Liberals, United Farmers, Social Credit,
Progressive Conservatives, UCP
Voter turnout (2019): 68.7%
(Alberta: 67.5%)

JAN US Z S LIWI N S K I (TO P); LEAN N E S M ITH (B OTTO M)

P R OF IL E

I, as a UCP representative, hold
a free enterprise approach to life."
jackie lovely, mla
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T

HE CONSTITUENCY OF CAMROSE
is marked by borders, not all of them
geographical. The Battle River, for instance,
borders the riding on the south. Former
Reform Party leader Preston Manning
once told lawyer Harvey Locke that the
Battle River, meandering east through the
prairies at the transition between southern
plains and northern parkland forest,
divides Alberta into two distinct regions. In the past it
was a contested zone—hence the river’s name—between
the Cree and the Blackfoot. Today, said Manning, the
Battle River marks a political boundary line between
“different mindsets and spheres of influence” in Alberta,
dominated in the north by Edmonton and in the south
by Calgary. For visiting federal politicians, wrote Locke,
recounting the moral of the anecdote, it’s important to
know “which side of the river you are on.”
The answer to that question is not always clear in
the Camrose constituency. It’s north of the river, and
Edmonton is closer, but the constituency also contains
the town of Hardisty, a major pipeline hub and the
starting point for the now cancelled Keystone XL
pipeline to Nebraska in the US. Though named after
the city of Camrose (pop. 18,044) the constituency is
largely made up of agricultural lands; it’s both rural and
small town, attuned to north and south—in many ways a
jurisdiction that straddles Alberta’s dividing lines.
Perhaps due to that status, Camrose has a remarkable
voting record. In every election it’s been contested—it
existed from 1909 until 1989, was dissolved in 1993, then
contested again in 2019—Camrose has elected an MLA
from the winning party. In the early 1930s constituents
elected Chester Ronning, the United Farmers of
Alberta candidate who later became the leader of the
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). MLAs
in following years were from one conservative-leaning
party or another—but always the one in government.
The Electoral Boundaries Commission had unity in
mind when recreating Camrose for 2019. The “Camrose
constituency would contain communities that are largely
agriculturally based and thus share a common culture,”
they wrote. “The recommendation respects requests that
Camrose be placed in a different constituency than the
City of Wetaskiwin, with which it does not entirely share
the same culture.” Given that, it’s notable that political

Federal

Coronation

albertaviews.ca
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EXCERPT: WE ARE ALL TREATY PEOPLE: PRAIRIE ESSAYS
by Roger Epp, University of Alberta Press, 2008
Epp was founding dean of the University of Alberta’s
Augustana Campus in Camrose from 2004 to 2011.
…Camrose is the smallest Canadian
city west of Lennoxville, Quebec, with a
conventional public university campus.
Geographically it is what I have called a
border city between two Albertas: one
relatively young, urban, prosperous; the
other, aging, rural, hanging on—almost
fatalistic about losing its young people
and attracting young professionals
even as healthcare and schools are
consolidated in larger centres. What is the university to
them? What use is a liberal education? By its location
and by its mandate, the Augustana campus does have
a distinct opportunity to define for itself what it means
to be a university genuinely at home in the rural. This
is more than a matter of providing a less intimidating
or less distant point of access to post-secondary
education for students. It is more than local jobs and
economic spin-offs. A university at home in the rural will
inflect its professoriate, its curriculum and its business
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practices with a critical appreciation of its particular
place in the world. And it will treat its location not as
a ready-made excuse for mediocrity but, quite the
contrary, as a reason for its rightfully high aspirations.…
The Augustana campus is home to about 1,000
students. They come from around the world and
across Canada, but disproportionately they come from
small cities and rural communities across central and
northern Alberta, western Saskatchewan, northern BC
and the Northwest Territories. A surprising number of
them are first-generation university students. Some
come from high schools with a graduating class of a
dozen; they may be the only ones to go on to university.
On balance, they are less worldly, less prepared,
less confident, say, than the students I had taught at
Queen’s. But they are more teachable, less ideological,
less committed to fixed positions—surprisingly, perhaps,
since they come from federal constituencies with some
of the largest Conservative voting pluralities in Canada.
They recognize the importance of degree credentials
for career purposes, of course, but in my experience
they leaven that sort of common instrumental thinking
about university education with a refreshing openness
to the possibility that it could change them in ways they
can only vaguely imagine when they start.

ALAMY

An oil storage tank farm near the town of Hardisty. Though the town is small (pop. 554), it’s a major hub for the petroleum industry. Enbridge’s
Line 3 pipeline to Wisconsin begins here, as does TC Energy’s partially built but now cancelled Keystone XL pipeline to the United States.

F L I C K R ( T O P L E F T ) ; L I N C O L N H O / T H E C AT H O L I C A R C H D I O C E S E O F E D M O N T O N ( B O T T O M L E F T ) ;
@ G R E YA R R O W F A R M ( R I G H T )

(Clockwise from top left) Big Valley Jamboree, an annual country music festival in Camrose. Cancelled in 2020, the festival is slated to return in 2021;
workers harvesting produce on the Grey Arrow Farm near Camrose; interior of the new St. Francis Xavier Church in Camrose, which opened in 2019.

dissent is boiling into view here. In response to weekly
protests outside her constituency office, MLA Jackie
Lovely wrote an open letter published in the Bashaw Star
on January 13, 2021. “To the picketers who meet outside
my office every Friday: It is your right as citizens to gather
and protest,” she wrote. “Because you hold socialist views
and I, as a UCP representative, hold a free enterprise
approach to life, we simply have different views of how
things should be done. Socialists believe ultimately that
most everything should come under government control,
while conservatives believe in less government and that
industry should take the lead in what they do best.”
The paper published a follow-up article quoting JoyAnne Murphy, one of the roughly 35 regular protesters,
who said it was “lazy” to call them socialists. The
protests, she said, are “non-partisan demonstrations”
that started when she and others “all talked with each
other and realized many, if not all of us, were being
either ignored or brushed off with part responses” when
trying to talk to the MLA. Citing concerns over public
healthcare, education funding cuts and social supports
for children and adults, Murphy says she is also broadly
worried about “the lack of consideration of expertise and
evidence [by the UCP], and the pushing of an agenda
that seems to heavily favour those already in a position
to help themselves while leaving behind everyone else.”
Asked by Alberta Views for a short interview to talk

about what she loves and is most concerned about in her
constituency, MLA Lovely—who in December 2020 was
given the Alberta Legislature award for “best community
outreach,” as voted on by MLAs—did not respond.
“There’s a lot of frustration” in the constituency, says
Farshad Labbaf. He went to high school here and recently
graduated from the University of Alberta’s local Augustana
campus—originally established in 1910 as Camrose
Lutheran College to provide rural youth an opportunity
for an education. Since oil and gas prices and job prospects
collapsed in 2014, “disappointment” has led to unrest,
he says. While support for reactionary conservative
movements such as the Yellow Vests has emerged, the
protests at the MLA’s office and other initiatives such as
Camrose Against Racism also draw energy from that
discontent, he says. There’s political opportunity, but the
provincial NDP “are not really stepping up” locally, he
says, contending that the NDP Camrose constituency (of
which he says he is a member) “would be dead today if it
wasn’t for the members of the community.”
Local protests, he says, are largely grassroots-driven;
people “recognizing the economic circumstances in
not just Camrose but rural Alberta in general. They are
realizing the frustration, the pain, the uncertainty, and
they want to pursue a better future. It’s something that
may not have existed here since the days of the CCF.” #
—Tadzio Richards
albertaviews.ca
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Growing a Giving Garden
By DAWNA BRITNELL

FOR AS LONG AS I CAN remember
I’ve had a love affair with plants. It’s in
my DNA, coming from a long line of
farmers, with my grandfather a worldclass chef and my mother tending
a bounty of houseplants. I always
dreamed of one day having a garden
of my own. In March 2017 I was
gifted the use of a 20 by 60-foot plot
of ground by my father-in-law, Lynn
Chouinard, who owned a ranch in the
foothills near DeWinton. I felt like one
of the luckiest people in the world.
I started with little first-hand
knowledge but loads of enthusiasm
and planted every square inch of that
garden with everything from root
veggies to tomatoes. The results were
amazing. I produced a couple hundred
pounds of squash, dozens of eggplants
and peppers, and beans of every colour
and variety I could imagine. I canned,
froze and dehydrated food, and stored
roots for months—so much more than
my family could use that I started
giving away the excess. I created a
sharing page on Facebook and reached
out to community groups to distribute
the bounty. It wasn’t hard to find people
eager to receive locally grown, chemical
free, heirloom veggies that were so
fresh they still had earth on them. And
I soon realized I could do more.
Fast forward to today and my little
garden has expanded to a 25 by
300-foot plot named “The Giving
Garden.” Each year I prove myself
capable of taking on a larger section
of land. After my father-in-law passed,
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the ranch’s new owners graciously
allowed me to continue. Through
word of mouth I found volunteers
to do everything from weeding to
administration and distribution.
We now annually produce thousands
of pounds of vegetables and give
them to individuals, families and
charities throughout the Calgary area.
Our produce is generally distributed
to whoever is in need at the time
of harvest. Our drop-off locations
relieve strain on other organizations
that address food insecurity and
homelessness. Last year a group
organized a community fridge in
Calgary, where we can now ensure
our produce goes directly to people in
need—some 80–100 people a week—at
any time of day, no questions asked.

One year our
beets were the
size of footballs.
The next, the
entire crop failed.
Through our first four years we’ve
learned a lot and poured out much
blood, sweat and tears. But I embrace
the challenges and see them as a chance
to learn. We’ve had good crops, great
crops and bad crops. One year our
beets were the size of footballs and won
awards at festivals; the next, the entire
beet crop failed due to a combination of

drought, smoke and gophers. That same
year, we produced around 1,000 pounds
of zucchinis, which went to countless
individuals and five community
organizations. The next year, we were
lucky to get 100 pounds of zucchinis
from the same number of plants.
I’ve learned that flexibility, diversity
and a light heart go a long way.
You need to be creative, willing to
try new things and be OK with the
failures that go hand in hand with
unpredictable weather—drought, hail,
frost, smoke—and a never-ending
battle with various creatures that wish
to consume all of our hard work. It’s
even more challenging when you
choose a pesticide- and herbicide-free
philosophy. Gardening isn’t for the faint
of heart, but it teaches you, and you
grow with your garden.
Through my experience as a nurse
and community advocate, I’ve seen
first-hand how access to good food
and permanent housing affects social
outcomes. I’ve joined groups that
advocate for people’s rights, and I’ve
witnessed the failure of our leaders to
address these issues. Food insecurity
is an unnecessary problem in Canada.
We have one of the lowest population
densities in the world, and our cities
especially are full of underused land. We
have the space to grow enough food for
everyone. It’s a challenge—but we can
make a change, one garden at a time. #
Dawna Britnell can be reached through
The Giving Garden’s Facebook page.
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This year, we’re taking it online to bring
the best in the world to your doorstep.
You’ll gain cutting-edge insights and
learn how innovators are adapting to
grow their brands and find success.
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Who cares
about market
volatility.
You have a stable partner.
At ATB, we prefer being frank with financial advice. We’re able to talk honestly, having taken
the time to understand your individual needs. This also means you get a more personalized
service and real peace of mind. So, before you make any investment decisions, talk with
one of our wealth experts. You’ll soon discover that you’re in very capable hands, and that
regardless of an uncertain economy, you can be certain of our advice.

atb.com/bestadvisor
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